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The '' METRO '' Junior Crystal
Radio Receiving Set
Complet~ with ~ph. ones
and aerial equipment

£ 3, } 5 '. .·

This is a beautifully finished set that contains everything for
the perfect reception of radio. As well as the set itself illustrated here, it includes one set of strong and highly sensitive
headphones, all aerial equipment, .leading wire, ground plant
and insulators, and is

Use
Q.S.A.
CRYSTALS

for

FULLY GUARANTEED.

Results.

A Perfect Set, ready for use, at a most moderate price.

SEE IT AT YOUR DEALER'S TO-DAY!

United Distributors Limited
(Wholesale only)

72 Clarence Street
Sydney.

592 Bourke Street
Melbourne.
And at Adelaide, Perth, Brisbane, Hobart, Wellington.

''PICO'' Headphones
for preference
,¥onderful

sensitiveness of reception, and extreme lightness and
comfort on the head make "PICO" Headphones the ideal choice.
'rhey enable you to hea1· the original voice or music in its full
volume and natural beauty. .
Although so finely adjusted they are most durable, being strongly
made for long and satisfactory service. They are accurately wound
to 2,200 ohms resistance.

FULLY GUARANTEED.

Price

25/-

Insist on "PICO" Headphones - they
are popular because they are perfect.

Your Dealer can supply you.

United Distributors Limited
( Wholesale onlyj

72 Clal'ence Streetj Sydney.

592 Bourke Street, Melboume.

And at Adelaide, Perth , Brisbane, Hobart, Wellington,

Mention "Radio" when eemmunieating wi~ ..l.dTM'tiaers.
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Short Wave, Low· Power Wireless Telegraphy
AN examination of efficient present-day methods of
wireless communication will immediately demonstrate that the possibilities of low-power short wave
transmission are legion, but as yet hardly realised. ·
When we say short wave transmission we do not
necessarily mean between 600 and 2,000 metres, but
100 metres and less. Senatore Marconi, who, without
a doubt, is the greatest living authority on short wave
low-power transmission, is at present, as far as is
known, concentrating entirely on this phase of wireless communication.
IT is hardly necessary to state that the results he has
achieved in this directfon are those which go a long
way to show that this is the path in which we must
look for the ultimate perfection of long-distance radio •
transmission and reception.

fact that less power and shorter waves may prove more
successful was lost sight of.

AS

Marconi says : '' 'I'he progress subsequently made
with the long wave system was so rapid, so comparatively easy and so spectacular that it diverted all
research from the short waves. 'I'his, I think, was
regrettable, for it has only recently b een discovered
that these waves, which alone can be in practice confined in beams with definite directions, are capable of
results unobtainable by the use of lower frequency
systems, which up to now have held the field for long
distance radio communication.''
IT is therefore apparent, when remarks of this nature
come from the world's greatest wireless engineer,
that they can be taken as Gospel, and it is, therefore,

SPECIAL ANNOUNCEMENL
Another · famous circuit from the same source as the well-known P .1 will be featured
in the next issue of "RADIO." It will be described in a way that can be understood by all,
and will come from the pen of one of Australia's foremost Wireless Engineers-Mr. G.
Apperley.
DON'T MISS ITl
Nor is Marconi by any means the only famous experimenter investigating this matter, for the foremost technical experts of Europe and America are
also concentrating their faeulties on thl-' question.
To come nearer home, we have the well-kuowu 8ydney
experimenter, Mr. U. D. M:aclurcan, who, as a
moment's recollection will show, has done some splendid work by the above means. To come right up to
<lat(', 1lwn' a1·e the l'('Ct'11t frats of ifrssrR. Wrank Bell
a 11d lfalpli Slade, ol' NPw 1/,(';iland, who, with tlw aicl
of low power and ,dwrt. 11·avt•s. s11cce(•ded iu sustaining
u11 several occm;io11s t 11·0-way conuHuuication with
England.
U~TTL recently such was the success achieved with
loug waves a:nd high po wer; that is to say, the
spectacular success and publicity which such e,fforts
1'Pceived, that momentarily and quite naturally the

this Magazine's wish that Australian experimenters
should turn their attention to thiR branch of work.

THER.1£ i:-; uot tlw slightPst l1oubt that if they apply
the same C(HlePntratio11 and application Vi its prol>lerns as they have to others of a radio nature iu the
past, they will meet with just as superlative a success
and as far-reaching results.
IN fact, all those experimenters who are interested in
DX wot·k, and no experimenter worthy of the name
is 11ot, must apply themselves to this method of latest
wi1·eless communication, for practically all the most
successful efforts so far put forward in attaining satisfactory conrn1unicat~on over long· <lista1HWR havn lwm1
made with apparatus or a kind aJvocateJ by Senatore
Marconi and other authorities. The sooner this is
realise.d the better it will be for Australasia generalir
and experime~ters individually.
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The Beam System
Results Achieved with It
Phenomenal Distances Bridged by Short Wave Directional
Wireless Telegraphy
(Special to "Radio.")

,

[COPYRIGHT.]

LONG distance wireless communication of the future will be on a short wave directional basis. Of this there can
be no doubt. One has only to consider the extraordinary results that have been secured during a period which
can but yet only be conside·red an experimental one.
JN the early hours of the morning of June 2 last, Mr. E. T. Fisk was seated at a radio receiver at his experimental
station in Sydney and heard the spoken word as it was transmitted from Poldhu, England. This transmission
was effected on a power of 20 watts.
BUT a few days ago the world was electrified with the news that English and New Zealand amateurs had succeeded in both-ways radio transmission and reception on a power of about 100 watts and on wave-lengths of 90
and 140 metres.
T .H US is it brought home to us the immense importance of short wave directio,nal wireless communication, and
in placing this first- portion of Senator Marconi's Paper before our readers, we do so with the assurance that it wil!
prove of absorbing interest and, in the days to come, of no little historical value.
THIS Paper, which was sent to us by Senator Mar=ni and is exclusive to "Radio," was read at a recent meeting
. of the Royal Society of Arts, London, of which the great inventor is himself a Vi ce-preside·nt, and was entitled,
"Results obtained over very long distances by SHORT WAVE DIRECTIONAL WIRELESS TELEGRAPHY, more
generally referred to as THE BEAM SYSTEM."

STUDY of short electrical waves dates from the
time of the discovery of
electric waves themselves,
that is, from the time of
the classica\ ~xperiments of Hertz
and his contemporaries, over thirtyfive years ago ; for Hertz used short
electric waves in all his experiments
when he conclusively proved that
these waves obeyed the same laws as
the waves of light in regard to speed
of propagation, reflection, refraction
and defraction.
I might also, perhaps, recall the
fact that when I first came to Englang, over 28 years ago, I was able to
show to the late Sir William Preece,
then Engineer-in-Chief of the Post
Office, the transmission and reception of intelligible signals over a distance of 1¾ miles of a beam system
employing short waves and reflectors,
whilst, curiously enough, by means
of the antenna or elevated wire system I could only get signals, at that
time, over a distance of half a mile.
Many years afterwards,

through

the courtesy of the Post Office, I was
favoured with a copy of the Official

7

i

Senator Guglielmo Marconi, G.C.V.O.,
LLD., D.Sc.

Report of those early tests, which,
from an historical point of view and

in regard also to latest developments,
makes now most interesting reading.
The progress subsequently made
with the long wave system was, however, so rapid, so comparatively easy
and so spectacular that it diverted
all research from the short waves,
and this, I think, was regrettable, for
it has only recently been discovered
that these waves, which alone can be
in practice confined in beams to definite directions, are capable of results
unobtainable by the use of the lower
frequency system which, up to now,
has held the field for long distance
radio communication.
The late Sir William Preece described my early tests at a meeting
of the British Association for the Advancement of Science, in September,
1896, and also at a lecture he delivered before the Royal Institution in
London on June 4, 1897.
On March 3, 1899, I went into the
matter more fully in a Paper I read
before the Institution of Electrical
Engineers, t o which Paper I would
recall your attention as being of some
historical interest.
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At that lecture I was able to show
that it was possible, by means of short
waves and reflectors, to project the
rays in a beam in one direction only,
instead of allowing them to spread
all around, in such a way that they
could not affect any receiver which
happened to be out of the angle of
propagation of the beam, and I described tests carried out before the
Post Office Engineers at Salisbury
Plains, pointing out the possibilities
of such a system if applied to lighthouses and lightships, in enabling ves-

a

~-+----iljq qqII
Fig. 1.-Spark Transmit.t er and Sheet
Meta I Reflector, 1896.

sels in foggy weather to locate dangerous points around the coasts.
I also showed results obtained by a
reflected beam of waves projected
across the lecture room, and how a
telegraphic receiver could be actuated or a bell rung only when the
aperture of the sending reflector was
directed towards the receiver.
Since those early tests of over
twenty-five years ago, and for a very
long period of years afterwards, so
far as I can ascertain, practically no
research work was carried out, or at
least published, in regard to the application of very short waves to radio
communication.
Research along these lines did not
appear easy or promising; the use of
reflectors of reasonable dimensions
implied the use of waves of only a
few metres in length which with the
means then at our disposal were difficult to produce, and up to a comparatively recent time the power that
could be radiated by them was small.
This, and the supposed high atte:i:uation of the waves over any distance of
land or sea, gave results which appeared to be rather disappointing.
Some years ago, during the War,
I could not help feeling that we had,
perhaps, got into a rut by confining
practically all our researches and
tests to what may be termed long

waves, that is, waves of some thousands of feet in length, especially as
I remembered that during my early
experiments, in 1895 and 1896, I had
obtained promising results over short
distances with waves not more than
a few inches long.
The investigation of the subject was
therefore again taken up by me in
Italy early in 1916, with the idea of
utilising beams of reflected waves for
certain war purposes, as I was greatly
impressed with the advantages which
such a system would afford in minimising tapping or interception by the
enemy, besides greatiy reducing the
possibility of interference with our
own stations.
At subsequent tests during that
year and afterwards I was most valuably assisted by Mr. C. S. Franklin.
The Royal Italian ,Navy also gave
me all possible facilities for the carrying out of my t ests in Italy.
Mr. Franklin since then followed
up the subject with great thoroughness, and results of his investigations
were described by him in an admirable paper read before the Institution of Electrical Engineers on April
3, 1922.
At a lecture delivered by me before
a joint meeting of the American Institute of Electrical Engineers and
the Institute of Radio Engineers in
New York, on June 20, 1922, in which
I described the results obtained up t0
that time by Mr. Franklin and myself, I felt I could not but express
the opinion that it was most regrettable that the study of the characteristics and properties of short waves
and their adaptability to directive
methods had been so sadly neglected,
and pointed out that very many important problems in radio transmission could only be solved by the use
of the short wave directional system.
The reflectors now used for this
system are .n ot composed olf' solid
sheets of metal, such as those employed in the early tests of 1896, but of a
comparatively small number of wires
placed parallel to the antenna and
spaced around it on a .parabolic ·curve
of which the transmitting or receiving
antenna constitutes · the focal line
(Fig. 3), as it was soon ascertained
that this was a much more practical
arrangement, and that, moreover,
much better results could be achieved.
Suggestions for using reflectors of
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this kind were made by Brown, in
1901, and by De Forest, in 1902, but
many essential conditions necessary
for efficiency were apparently not realised by these workers at that time,
which probably explains why no application of their arrangements was
made for practical purposes.
Since 1916 various paten ts have
been taken out by myself and Mr. C.
S. Franklin, and in the latest of these
Mr. Franklin describes an arr angement in which the antennae and
reflective wires are arranged so
as to constitute grids parallel
to each other, the aerials or antennae
being energised simultaneously from
the transmitter at a number of feeding points through a special feeding
system, so as to ensure that the phase
of the oscillations in all the wires is
the same. It has been proved by calculations confirmed by experhnents
that the directional effect of such an
arrangement is a function of its
dimensions relative to the wavelength employed.
During my tests of 1916 I used a
coupled spark transmitter and the
receiver was a crystal receiver. The .
reflectors employed were made of a
number of wires tuned to the wave
used, arranged on a cylindrical parabolic curve with the aerial in the
focal line.
Ref!ectors with apertures up to 3½
wave-lengths were tested, and the
measured polar curves agreed very
well indeed with the calculated
values.

LQ/mll'l'O---'

To.-<----'

7"IIPl'fR _ _ _ __,

k
Fig. 2.-Coherer Receiver and Sheet Metal
Reflector, 1898.

The Italian experiments showed
that good directional working could
always be obtained with reflectors
properly proportioned in respect to
the wave-length employed, and with
the apparatus then . available the
range obtained was six miles.
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The tests were continued in ·wales
at Carnarvon during · 1917, and
through the introduction of further
improvements, with a w;:ive-length of
three metres, a range of over 20 mill's
was readily obtained when using a
reflector at the transmitting end only.
In 1919 further experiments were
commenced in which Mr. Franklin
succeeded in using electron tubes or
valves for the generation of very
short waves, the object then being to

.... ,:··

.. - -·

Fig. 3.-Parabolic Vertical Wire Reflector,
1923.

evolve a directional radio-telephonic
system.
During further tests, and by utilising a 15 metre wave, clear and strong
speech was received in Kingston Harbour, at a distance of 78 miles from
Carnarvon.
At a later date these tests were repeated over a land range of 97 miles
btween Hendon and Birmingham. The
rower supplied to the valves was ap ·
proximately 700 watts, and the speech
received was strong and · of goo'.l
nuality.
The great value of the reflecto•·s
was demonstrated by average measurements made, which showed that
the value of the energy received when
both reflectors were used was 200
times that of the energy that could be
received without reflectors.
In April, May and June of last
year a series of long distance tests
was carried out under my direction
between a small experimental transmitting station at Poldhu, · in Cornwall, and a receiver installed on the
S.Y. Elettra.
Mr. C. S. Franklin was responsible
for most of the design and operation
of the transmitting arrangements at

Poldhu, and Mr. G. .A. Mathieu was
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in charge of the receiving apparatus
on the yacht, where I also was present during the whole of these tests.
Mr. Mathieu was ablP to make somP
valuable ca,culatious based on the
observed results, especially in regard
to the absorption or attenuation of
the waves bronght ahout hy sunlight.
The principa 1 objectives of these
tests were :( 1) To ascertain the reliability of
signals transmitted on approximately
a 100-metre wave over considerable
distances with or without the use of
a transmitting reflector.
(2) To investigate the conditions
which affect the propagation of short
waves, and to ascertain the maximum
reliable ranges obtainable by day and
by night in respect to the power and
wave-length employed at the sending
station.
(3) To investigate and determine
the angle or spread of the beam of
radiation when employing a transmit..
ting reflector, especially with regard
to the possibility of establishing lon~
distance directional wireless services.
During the tests carried out on the
S.Y. Elettra, no receiving reflector
could be employed, and it will therefore appear obvious that the strength
of the received signals and the ranges
covered must have been considerably
less than could have been obtained
had it been prn:;sible to use a fixed receiving station equipped with a suitnble reflector.

(3) That any considerable amount
of intervening land · or mountains
very seriously reduces the distance at
which it is possible to comm11nicate.
'rhe tests carried out betweeu
Poldhu and the Elettra proved by the
definite resnltR obtained th;:ii the
abovementione<l impressions 01· 1,0 11 clusions must be erroneous, at lea~t in
so far as they may concern waves of
about 100 metres long, for we observed : (1) That the day ranges proved to
be reliable and not inconsiderable.
(2) That the night ranges were
much greater t.han anyone, myself
included, had anticipated, and no
doubt very considerably ·exceeded the
maximum distance to which I was
able to proceed with the Elettra.
(3) That intervening land and
large portions of continents, do not
present any serious obstacle to the
propagation of these waves.
In carrying out these tests we discovered that it is by no means correct
in dealing with these waves to refer
to distances covered during daylight
as day-ranges, as the strength of the
signals which can be received during
the hours of daylight varies definitely
and regularly in accordance with the
mean altitude of the sun over the
space or region intervening between
the two stations.
This discovery, based on the observrd results, make~ it safo to infer that

-

Fig. 4.-Vertical Wire Flat Transmitting Aerial and Reflector, 1924.

Up to the present time the general
impression prevailing amongst most
technical experts in regard to the behaviour of short waves is:: (1) That their range during the
day time is variable and short.
·
(2) That the night ranges are exceedingly variable and freaky, . and
altogether too unreliable to allow of
the carrying out of commercial work.

our tests, which took place mainly
during the months of May and J nne,
&nd partly within the tropics, were
carried out at the most unfavourable
time of the year for daylight transmission (as the sun reaches its maximum altitudes during June in the
Northern Hemisphere) and over what
is a most difficult region.

( To be continued.)
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Reflexing the .A uto. .plex
'l' has liee1J fomHI t.hat re flexing the autoplex circuit adds considerably to
its good qualities.
The
parts necessary for this
change are, an audio frequency amplifying transformer, two .001 micro-

former is placed in tl1c gYid retm·11
lead between the 1500 turn coil aud
the negative A battery, and the crystal detector is connected in series
with the primary of the audio frequency amplifying transformer and
the plate variometer, as shown in the

/500

farad :fixed condensers and a crystal
detector.
No changes have to be made in ~our
regular hookup, that is, the parts you
now have are not moved around. The
a11dio frequency amplifying trans-

drawing. The secondary of the audio
frequency transformer is in the grid
return lead.
There is nothing startling in this
hookup but it does increase both the
range an<l volume of the original set

without, addiug a11y more valves, alHl
this is a desirable feature.
A long aerial may be used with the
hookup as it will be found to tune
quite sharply.
By long aerial is
meant one of about 150 feet. 'rhe
long aerial will pick up quite a lot
of energy and that is desirable if the
set is not broadly tuned.
This outfit will work with the WD
type of valves, the UV199 (making it
portable) or the 201A and 301A valves
The latter two giving better volume,
but they should be used with a storage battery unless the installation is
not to be permanent. The latter type
of valves does not draw any more
current than the WD valves, but does
require four times the filament voltage, which makes its operation on
dry cells quite expensive. If you have
a car the six-volt battery in it
could be used if you wished to take
it with you on trips. An aerial consisting of 100 or 150 feet of wire
could be used and thrown over the
limb of ti, tree, so as to get elevation.
All three of the .001 microfarad
fixed condensers should be of mica
dielectric and not the paper type.

KGO's Log
EVERY minute KGO is on the air,
a record or ''log'' is kept of each
programme number and change of
apparatus, giving the exact time for
each. In the control room, on the
second floor of the st.u dio building, an
operator tunes in on a receiver like
anyone of the many in the invisible
audience. It is his business to enter
in the ''log'' the name of each munber on the programme, with the time,
also any changes in the equipment
wth the time. A quarter of a mile
away from this place, in the power
house, where most of the transmitting
machinery is located, a similar ''log''
is also kept. After each performance,
these records are indexed and :filed
away for quick · reference.
From
them, interesting and valuable information is secured by radio engineers

.seeking performance records of certain pieces of apparatus under known
conditions.
Without a "log" the
studio manager would :find it difficult
to answer questions asked him by
radio listeners reporting reception.
Many long detailed lists are received
daily at KGO, giving the numbers
heard with the time. Such lists are
checked carefully against the control
room ''log,'' and if they compare
favourably a verification is at once
sent out by letter. Listeners in distant places frequently hear speech
and song and report that they were
unable to distinguish the call letters
of the station distinctly. When the
time, musical numbers, or the exact
wo:r;-ds spoken are mentioneq., it is
often possible to determine to the satisfaction of the listener that it waE;

KGO which he heard . . "Logs" are
found to act as a stimulus to the technical and studio staffs of KGO to
improve transmission. Any sound
made in the studio rooms, or even in
the building, which is picked up by
super-sensitive microphones, is, of
course, broadcast and mentioned in
the ''log.'' This is the way responsibility is definitely :fixed upon each
KGO operator and the announcers for
the efficient performance of their
duties. Besides the control room and
power house ''logs,'' a not her is kept
by a licensed operator, also in the
control room listening continuously to
ship transmission on 600 metres. This
''log'' shows call letters of each ship
and land stations heard on 600 metres
during the KGO broadcast.
i'

.

•
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From the Ends of the - Earth
An Epoch In the History of Wireless Communication
How Frank Bell, N.Z., spoke to Mill Hill School, England
JN its existence RADIO has published many enthralling stories of great wireless performances, but it is to be doubted
if there ever was such a one as it now places before its readers. The performances of Messrs. Bell and Slade, the
New Zealand amateurs, who effected two-way communication with the young experimenters of Mill Hill School,
London, have electrified the world and the re·lation of the story of their manner of doing this must stand as one of the
most weirdly wonderful repents which has ever been set down in black and white.

(Special

to

"Radtio.")

[COPYRIGHT.]

(By Frank Bell.)

URING the last two months
N.Z. amateurs have set the
wor Id new standards in
long distance communication, using low powers on
short waves from 80 to 120 metres.
In October, Mr. R. J. Orbell sailed
in the Port Cnrtis for England, via
Cape Horn, taking a small transmitter employing an input power of 60
watts, and an efficient short wave receiver, both being of his own manufacture. Every night until he anchored in Montevideo Harbour, Mr.
Orbell, who used the call x3AA, was
in touch with Mr. Ivan O'Meara,
2AC, Gisborne, N.Z. From then on
communication with 3AA became
patchy. However, this is the most remarkable achievement in reliable
amateur communication yet done,
since conditions for long distance
work were seldom good and often
very bad indeed. 3AA also worked
other amateurs in Australia and N.Z.
all the way over. At 4,600 miles he
exchanged messages with Mr. Dawson, 3AL, Ashburton, N.Z., while Mr.
Dawson was using only twelve watts
input-easily a world's record for the
power. He also worked Mr. Davis,
2DS, Sydney, at 4,750 miles, whose
power input was only 25 watts. The
writer was the last to work him at
about 7,000 miles, two days' sail out
of Montevideo, but it was difficult to
read his signals through very bad
atmospherics.
From then on we in New Zealand
were able to keep in touch with 3AA

for about a week through two Argentinian amateurs, Senor Braggio, CBS,
and Doctor Cattaneo, DB2. Messrs.
0 'Meara, 2AC, and Slade, 4AG, Dunedin, established reliable working
schedules with these two men, who
relayed messages to and from Mr. Orbell. Meantime, I had got into twoway communication with 6BCP and
6CGW in California on three different nights, this being the first time
Australasia had got into two-way
radio communication with North
America.
There was then rather a slackening
off in the making of world's records
until this last week, owing to the very
severe static which entirely blotted
out all faint signals.
Last Monday,
October 13, Mr. 0 'Meara opened the
ball by getting in touch with uISF,
right over on the Atlantic Coast of
U.S.A., which easily beat all existing
records in long distance two-way communication.
On Thursday, Mr.
0 'Meara ''clicked'' with c5GO, in
Vancouver, B.C., this being the first
communication between Australasia
and Canada. The same night, Mr.
Slade was heard in England, while he
was calling two American amateurs
and received a cable giving details
of the reception next day. He was
heard at 6 p.m., New Zealand time,
and achieved the honour of being the
first amateur to circumnavigate the
globe by radio. Twenty-four hours
later, at 5.30 p.m. on Friday, 17th, I
logged g2OD, Mr. Simmonds, Buckinghamshire, England. I gave him a

call but got no reply. Mr. Slade kept
np the good work by getting in touch
with u3BHV, Washington, U.S.A.,
and working him for about an hour.
Saturday, October 18, goes down as
a red-letter day in wireless history,
for on that date the first Trans-world
Radio communication was accomplished. At 6.10 p.m., N.Z. time,
or 5.40 a.m. Greenwich time, I heard
g2SZ, the amateur station of Mill
Hill School, London, call Amerian
lXA V, and say that he could not
hear the American but would listen
again for him on about 80 metres
wave-length.
My transmitter was
set on 90 metres, but I thought it
worth while to give him a call on
chance. I must confess that I nearly
threw a fit when he replied at once:" 4AA zg 2SZ RRR QRK. If u r
really z4AA cable." After that all
was plain sailing, and I sent the
first direct message from Australasia
to Europe.
"To the Radio Society of Great
Britain:
Greetings from New Zealand.
(Signed) Bell, z4AA."
He replied that he had got it correctly and sent this message :" To New Zealand:
Greetings from us.
( Signed) g2SZ."
We then exchanged cable addresses.
I told him my power was 150 watts
and radiation 1.1 amperes. It was
then dusk here, but he said it was
daylight there and his signals began
to get weaker; He said, '' Can't re-
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alize u r in N.Z., '' and I believe stated
that his power was 200 watts. We
,,rranged to listen for eaeh other th ,
following day. .At 6.45 p.m. N.Z.
time, his signals began to get very
weak. I then sent a message to M-r.
Orbell, x3AA, but was unable to read
his reply, so am not sure that he
copied it eorreetly.
I immediately eabled my congratulations, and the following day (Sunday) received the reply : ' 'Bel I, W aihemo, New Zealand :
Congratulations confirming first
Trans-world communication to-day.
Brown, Mill Hill School. ''
Although Mr. Brown is the licensee
of Station g2SZ, I believe Mr. C. W .
Goyder was the operator at the time.
Theirs is one of the finest amateur
stations in England, and was one of
the first to communicate with America.
,AAA ernployss a 50 watt ( output
rating) radiotron valve in a four-coil
Meissner circuit, the maximum input
being 150 watts, and the radiation on
90 metres being 1.1 ampere into a
90 foot vertical cage aerial, which is
used in conjunction with a small
counterpoise. All short wave receiving is done with a "lBGF" low loss
tuner with one stage of audio frequency amplification. 'l'he transmitter has been heard all over Australasia and in several Islands in the
Pacific, including Hawaii. Also off
Cape Horn and at Montevideo, Uruguay, by Mr. Orbell; many times in
U.S.A. and Argentina; once in Canada, and once in Alaska. My only regret is that it is impossible to get any
farther than England!
Photographs of Mr. Goyder and his
apparatus appear in May Radio News
and February Wireless World. The
gear is entirely home-made and almost as disreputable looking as my
own. I may state here that there is
not a dial nor a panel in my whole
transmitter.
Condensers and wires
i-prawl all over the place, and I am
alwayfl altering circuits and constants
The very day I worked 2SZ I had
completely altered the aerial ,;ystem,
and his was the first re vort on my
signals since the ·change !
Last night, Sunday, I called g2SZ
at 5.45 p.m. N.Z. time a.n d at once
0
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received a reply from g2KF, Mr.
Partridge, Wimbledon, Londou. His
signals were, if an,)'thing, louder than
g2SZ, but not so steady. g2NM, Mr.
Marcuse, Surrey, and g2OD, Mr. Simmonds, Bucks, also called me. z4AG,
Mr. Slade, Dunedin, got into communication with g2NlV1, and g5LF
was heard calling z4AK, Mr. Shiel,
Dunedin, but, unfortunately, they did
not get into satisfactory communication. After he had finished with
g2NM, Mr. Slade turned round and
worked u6CGO, California!
Meanwhile, I took a message of congratulation from the Radio Society of
Great Britain to my Radio Society,
which was forwarded to the Otago
Radio Association. I then sent the
compliments of the Prime Minister
of New Zealancl to be forwarded to
g2SZ, and followed it with a message
of greeting to Sir James Allen, High
Commissioner for N.Z. Mr. Partridge
replied by telling N.Z. amateurs that
lie would be listening every day fo1·
them at the same time and on th<!
same wave. All this traffic had passed without much difficulty, but he
then faded out suddenly at 6.50 p.m.
our time.
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here shifted dowu below 100 metres
with our receivers and transmitters
that we have been so successful in our
DX work. I am now trying to arrange a test between Australian and
English amateurs, and I have no
doubt that you will QSO England
with very little trouble, provided you
work on low waves. You in Australia
can pick a time you have a path of
complete darkness for your signals
all the way over, for a period of at
least an hour every day, and in this
you have a big advantage, besides being a thousand miles or so nearer. We
in the Dominion happen to be as far
away from Britain as is possible in
this small planet, and what is more
awkward, we can never pick a time
when there is a path of complete
darkness between the two countries,
since when it is dusk here it is always
dawning in England.
On Tuesday, 21st, I was again in
touch with British 2SZ, wh ere Mr. R
.J. Orbell, x3AA and late ;,;3 AA, who
had just landed in England f r om the
s.s. Port Curtis, was standing by to
talk to his old friends in New Zealand. We had a long and interesting
conversation-so interesting, in fact,
that I quite forgot that I had three
messages to send until about ten
minutes before signals were due to
fade out. 'I'he three messages were
then put through and each one acknowledged in exactly eight minutes.
This will give some idea of the ease
of communication between the two
countries. I think Mr. Orbell was
operating, and, believe me, he wasted
no time.

On Monday, i 0th, I listened in at
5.45 p.m., our time, and heard g2NM,
g2OD, g2SZ, and Italian A CD, all
going strong, most of them calling me.
I answered g2SZ and took a message
from the Headmaster of Mill Hill
School to Mr. Massey, the Prime Minister. He reported my signals faint•lr
than usual, and static very troublesome over there, and passed me on
to g2SH, Mr. Hogg, of Highgate,
London, who told me to listen for him
I also arranged that Australian
at 5.30 a.m., N.Z. time. I then exchanged signals with g2KF, and fin- amateurs should call England at 4
ally worked g2OD until '' fade out,'' a.m., Melbourne time, every morning
which occurred at about 6.50 p .m. I • on 100 metres and g2SZ agreed to get
then called " CQ" and was n1tswere<l English amateurs to listen for them.
by u5DW, Greenville, 'I'ex1rn, U.S.A.,'
'I'he writer feels that the successes
and worked him until static became
of the last two months have ushered
too severe to read him.
in a new era of World Wireless, and
All this seems to prove that wave- feels very proud indeed that New
lengths of 100 metres and below are Zealand amateurs have been so largely
easily the best for long distance work. instrumental in bringing this about.
The optimum wave band is yet to be It seems to him that when people in
found, but we do know that Ameri- countries thousands of miles apart
can amateurs on their new wave- are able to chat together as if they
lengths of 40 and 7G metres ar e much were next door ueighbo11 n:, i1 will do
stronger and steadier than they ever more to break down r acial p rejudices
were up in the region of 200 metres. than all the highbrow leagues aucl
Also it is only since a few of ns over trea.tieR ever formulate1l.
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An ·Oscillating Crystal Receiver
Transmits and Receives
(B'V courte8']1, ''Radio News.")

WE

are happy to present to our readers this month an epoch-making radio invention that will be of the very
greatest importance within the next few years. The young Russian inventor, Mr. 0 . V. Lossev, has given this
invention to the world, he having taken out no paten.ts on it.

· JT

is now possible to do anything and everything with a crystal that can be done with a vacuum tube. The crystal
now not only detects but oscillates and can, therefore, be used for amplifying purposes in both radio and audio
frequency circuits. It has already been used to transmit C.W.
THE oscillating crystal opens up an entirely new avenue to the radio experir.ienter.

WHILE we do not look forward to having the crystal displace -the vacuum tube, nevertheless, it will become a
very powerful competitor of the tube. We predict great things for the new invention.
THE diagrams, as well as a good deal of the information printed in this article, were publ ished in "Radio News," in
conjunction with "Radio Revue" of Paris.
'l'HE term "Crystodyne" has been trade-marked by "Radio News" in the United States, as well as in Europe.
Manufacturers and the trade are cautioned not to use it 0:1 any merchandise without the consent of "Radio News."
EDITOR, "Radio News."

BATTERY FURNISHES POWER.
EVER.AL
experimenters an ordinary piece of steel wire is also
suitable.
Fig. 1 shows the connection of a
have observed that some
contacts such as crystal
The zincite crystals may be selected circuit which is made to oscillate by
and carbon generally em- but it has been proved by experiment the energy produced from a crystal
ployed as detectors may that even a poor crystal is made much connected to a battery. The battery
produce un-damped oscillations of better if it is fused in an arc, and may be composed of dry cells such
any frequency, exactly as the vacuum scraped to remove the outside black as a " B " battery, provided its inside
tube oscillator. The same contact layer, which is not a goodtconductor. resistance is not too great. The voltmay also be utilised as an amplifier. One may also break the crystal and age to apply on the contact is genOscillating crystals are not new since . use the inside surface. It is necessary erally between 5 and 30 volts, dethey were investigated as far back to fuse the crystal in bin.oxide or pending upon the quality of the
crystal. In the circuit of Fig. 1, the
as 1906 by well-known engineers, but peroxide of manganese.
cons'.:ants are as foll'ows :c---R is a
it was not until laterly that a RusTo find the best conditions in which rheostat of about 3,000 ohms resistsian engineer, Mr. 0. V. Lossev, succeeded in finding some interesting to use the crystal, one may trace its ance with variable contact. L2C2 is
uses for oscillating crystals.
The characteristic curves showing that the audio frequency oscillating circonstruction of the apparatus by when submitted to a certain voltage cuit, while LlCl is the radio fremeans of which oscillations may be the contact acts as a negative resist- quency circuit. By means of a switch
produced with ·crystal as a generator ance. · · This negative resistance ex- K, either of these may be connected
seems quite simple and should be of plains why the crystal may be used to the crystal. L2 may be a 1-henry
to produce oscillations. 'rhese curves inductance ; C2, a 2-mfd. condenser ;
great interest to our readers.
.Among the numerous contacts are generally similar to that of an arc Cl, a .01 mfd. condenser; and· Ll.
studied are pyrite carbon, chalcopy- · or a dynatron· tube. · However, it is 11 5-millihenry variable inductance. It
rite-zinc, galena-carbon, or zincite- simpler to try the contact as in an is preferable to use 'phones of about
carbon. The zincite-carbon and zinc- ordinary detector until it functions 300 ohms resistance in this circuit.
ite-steel contacts seem to be the best as an audio frequency oscillator, fur- By connecting the circuit L2C2, and
producers of strong oscillations. The nishing a musical note which is heard by varying the tension of the battery,
Once the and the value of the resistance R,
construction of the contact is similar directly in the 'phones.
to an ordinary crystal detector in crystal oscillates at audio frequency, audio frequency oscillations are proIn order to
which a springy piece of wire rests it is easy to replace the audio fre- duced in the circuit.
on a crystal. One may use as the quency circuit by one of radio fre- start the radio frequency oscillations
catwhisker, a piece of Garbqn taken quency, so as to have the contact in the circuit LlCl, it is necessary to
from a broken incandescent lamp, the functioning in the ordinary hetero- . liiive an extra switch-point not _conrn~cted to the cin:cuit be~we~n- the
carbon being a piece of the filament; dy~e manner.
• .!. , .
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two extreme ones. It is also necessary to have the high frequency resistance of the circuit LlCl lower
than that of L2O2; it is further necessary that the ratio of the co-efficients
of self-inductance in the two circuits
be equal to the ratio of their respective capacities. It is possible to keep
the proper value of inductance and
capacity at all times by using a variometer for the inductance Ll, and
by mounting on the same shaft the
variable condenser Cl, so that both
are tuned at the same time, making
the ratio between Ll and Cl about
constant for any setting.
With the circuit of Fig. 2, it has
been found possible to produce oscillations of very high frequency, the
shortest wave-length obtained being
25 metres. The resistance R has a
value of 2,300 ohms. The coil Ll is
2¼ inches in diameter and is composed of seven turns of No. 12 copper wire. The variable condenser Cl

"RADIO ..
has a value of .003 mfd. and L3 and
L4 are choke coils used to prevent
the high frequency oscillations flowing through the battery circuit. To
measure the wave-length, a special

'P,
,

"
FIG, 1.
Diagram of the Oscillating Crystal Circuit.
As may be seen, the hookup is s.im ilar to
that of an arc transmitter.

wave-meter was used, composed of a
coil L2, which is 2¼ inches in diameter
and consists of a single turn of No. 12
copper wire shunted by a variable air
condenser 02 of .006 mfd. capacity.
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A galena crystal detector is connected
in series with a micro-ammeter, with
a scale of zero to 100, allowing the
operator to :find the resonance point.
However, the production of short
wave-lengths even with this arrangement is rather difficult, although oscillations of lower frequency may
readily be produced with the same
circuit.
GALENA WEAK OSCILLATOR.

Some crystals, such as galena, do
not produce strong oscillations, although they may sometimes oscillate
sufficiently even without any battery
in the circuit to produce a beat note
when continuous wave signals or a
carrier wave are received.
This
phenomenon, which has been observed several times, explains why some
amateurs using only a crystal ·detector, are sometimes able to receive
continuous waves without an outside
oscillator. It also explains how it is

Top view of the experimental panel built in the "Radio News" laboratories to produce oscillations with a crystal
detector. In the picture ·the numbers refer to the following parts:-1, Variometer; 2, Variable Condenser; 3, Honeycomb
Coil; ·4, .005 Mf. Condem;er; 5, Choke Coils; 6, Potentiometer; 7, Switch; 8, Resistance; 9, Zincite Steel Crystal Detector;
10, 'Phone Clips; 11, Battery Clips.'
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Fig. 2.-The amount of energy produced by the
Oscillating Crystal may be measured wi;th a micro·
ammeter, as shown in this diagram.

:;ometimes possible to pick up very
distant broadcast stations on a crystal
set installed in such a location that
:noradiating receivers or re-radiating
structures reinforce the signal. Fig.
3 shows a practical circuit for the
reception of short wave C.W. signals
with an oscillating crystal similar to
the one described above. The crystal
may be made to oscillate first by the
method explained previously; that is,
by listening in the 'phones when it
oscillates at audio frequency, then by
means of switches the circuit of Fig. 3
may be connected to the crystal.. It
should be noted that the potentiometer acts as a vernier when adjusted, because the natural period of
the crystai depevds upon the bend 01
the negative part of the characteris-

tic curve; that is, the wave-length decree.ses if the negative resistance increases. For short wave-length, it is
recommended to use a fixed condenser
of .003 or .004 mfd. across the detector. This arrangement was used by
Fuller, who connected fixed condensers across his ares to improve the
efficiency and stability of the circuit.
It is possible to obtain regeneration
with this system by adjusting the
potentiometer until the detector
starts to oscillate. It is found that
a strong increase of the signal
strength may be obtained just below
the oscillating point exactly as in a
regenerative circuit. Mr. Lossev also

Another view of the Oscillating Crystal Set. The numbers denote the same
parb as shown in the previous illustration.
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constructed a small transmitter with
such crystal contacts and since he
gave the information regarding the
circuit to a few amateurs in Russia,
they have been communicating over
short distances by means of oscillating crystal transmitters. The reception is made by means of oscillating
crystals connected as in Fig. 3.
The circuits shown herewith are
very simple ones which may, of
course, by impJ'Ove<l npon b:Y experimenters interested iu !!Ji,; subjec1.,
and
shall welcome any report of
results obtained by onr readers with
oscillating crystals.

we

Fig. 3.- A practical receiving circuit for the reception of continuous waves with a crystal detector.
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Potentiometer Connections
THE <1ttcstio11 of whether a potentio-

meter being connected across the
A battery would drain your batteri,·
or not, may have bothered you. In the
case of storage batteries, the drain
is so slight that it need not be taken
into consideration unless the set is to
be left idle for long periods ; but
where dry cell A batteries are used,
some precaution shonld be taken to
diRconnect the potentiometer from the
A battery.
The most common method is to have
a battery switch, but this means another part in your set and while better than no means of disconnecting
the potentiometer, a much simpler
method is shown in the drawing. Instead of the potentiometer being connected directly across the storage battrn' nsed for filament lighting, one
side of it i:-; connected to the batten·
and the other to the filament. In thi::;
way, when the filament rhemitat is
1"nrnec1 off, it opens the circuit of the
potentiomefrr as well as the filament,
thw, elirninati11g any drain on the A
l1at1rrr. lf yonr Rct iR ronnectrrl in

the old way it may very easily be
changed by disconnecting the wire
that goes from the potentiometer to
negative A battery and connecting it
to the socket connection of the filament, or anywhere between that point

.. .

The average radio enthusiast does
not realize the value of a potentiometer in his set. When used on
the detector it gives a critical plate
eurrcnt adjustment or grid control
depending which circuit it is inserted
in. When used for radio frequency
amplifiers it controls the grid bias and
prevents these valves from howlingand squealing. 'l'heir adjnstment is
not critical but tlw results ohtai11e(l
warrant their 11:-,c in most circuits.

'--.,~,.,·_.:;:.:_~~~~~ *~~-.

z.r:.:'-.._~'-!

AMP~--

'

:::,

L

Occasionally you will find a receiving set that is very unstable. This
can be remedied with slight loss in
signal strength by inserting a potentiometer in the lead-in. That is, in
series with it. While this adds considerable resistance to that circuit it
will overcome the objections mentioned.

T

and the rheoRta.t. If it is connected
between the rheostat and the A battery it will still be shunted armmd the
battery.
,
A potentiometer may he placed i11
The drawing· shows a potentiometer series with thr plate circuit to con on the detector Lnt the same arrange- trol the plate potential hut a higher
ment may be ust>d on radio frequency -variable resista11ce would giVlc hetter
amJJl ifiers.
rrs11lts.
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V{e have mueh pleasnre in announcing to the trade generally that we l1nve lwen :1ppointed the sole N ew South WaJes .A.gents for thfa high-gra<1e,
mndf>rntely -priced, line.
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..
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. . .. ..
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. . ..
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CRtswhlskers
23·P1$)te Vern. Cvnd. arn:I Dial
43-Plate Vern. Cond . and Dinl
2~-Plate Variable Oond. nud Dial
43-Plate Variable Cond. nnd Dinl
..
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'l'hesf' Loud Speakers embody :1 totally different principle to th e mmal type of Talker . They depend upon what is kn1Jw11 as "reflected tone,"
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Zealanders' World's Record
Details of Apparatus Used
Receivers of the Low Loss Type
By R. Slade (4AG, N.Z.) .
(Special to "Radio.")
[COPYRIGHT.]

HEREWITH we append details of the apparatus, etc., used at 4AA and 4AG, together with the log extending from

October 16 to October 21, which, although incomplete, represents one of the most wonderful and highly interesting
records of Wireless communication so far compiled.

OWADAYS, New Zealand
is known the whole world
over, chiefly for two reasons : the All Blacks and
the amateur transmitters.
During October, 1924, the world was
startled and thrilled by the great
achievements accomplished by a few
experimenters in instantaneously

munication with rCBS, and from that
night we all commenced to look ahead.
Events were very considerably speeded up by the news that z3AA exzlAX) was going to England on the
Port Curtis with call x3AA, and that
he would endeavour to take a transmitting and receiving station with
him.

Oct. 16.-4AG's signals heard in England.
Oct. 17.-g2OD heard by z4AA, 6 p .m.
4AG worked u3BHV, 9.43-11.5 p.m.
Oct. 18.-z4AA worked g2SZ from 6.10-6.50 p.m.
z4AG and z2AC worked ulKC.
Oct. 19.-z4AA worked g2SZ, 5.50 to - - p .m.
z4AG worked g2NM, 6.28-6.45 p.m.
g2NM and g2OD were heard calling z4AA, and g5LF was heard calling z4AK.
z4AG worked u6CGO, 7.46-8.55 p.m. (QRM spark coil.)
z4AA also worked g2KF and sent a msg. to Sir James Allen from Mr. Massey,
Prime Minister.
Oct. 20. -g2NM heard and called z4AG, but could not work- due to QRM, 5.58 a nd
6.13 p .m.
g2OD heard calling z4AA, 6.10.
g2SH heard call!ng z4AA, 6.15.
g2SH heard calling z4AG, 4AA, 4AK, 6.37.
g2SZ heard calling z4AK, 6.43.
g2SZ worked z4AG, 6.45-6.55. (QRM spark coil.)
z4AA worked u5DW, 7.6 t o - ·
Oct. 21.-g5NN called z4AG and z4AA, 6.13.
g2NM called z4AK, 6.17, 6.25, 6.29.
g2SZ called z4AA, 6.30, and they worked O.K. Mr. Orbell was on the key
at g2SZ and a friendly chat ensued until the Englishman's signals faded

out.
g2OD called 4AG, 6.40-6.55, and worked for few minutes but QRM too bad.
(The above log is not complete and does not register a11 the calls which were
probably being transmitted.)

linking the furthermost portion of the
British Empire with the Motherland.
There never has been such a progressive period in amateur radio. Events
have followed events. Records have
been made one night only to be broken
the next. until now there seems
scarcely any further long distance records to be made.
It was a great night in N .Z. when
z2AC succeeded in establishing com-

Well we all know how successful
many were in maintaining communication with Mr. Orbell. (Here we
may specially mention a2DS, Mr.
Davis, who worked x3AA at 4,900 m.)
Even after the Port Curtis rounded
Cape Horn, we were still able to communicate. After we had lost direct
contact with hi11, we made rCBS (Mr.
C. Braggio's, Argentine), a midway
relay station ;i.:nd: were thus enabled

to keep in touch with x3AA till he
was north of Pernambuco. 2AC is
to be congratulated for working x3AA
on fone at a distance of 5.700 miles
(and 4AG on fone at a distance of
5,000 m.) Taking into consideration
the late happenings it is probable that
he heard our signals as far as England. In the meantime, z4AA was
fortunate in being the first New Zealander to work an American. To date,
z4AA, 2AC, 4AG, have several times
worked several different U.S.A. stations, and, strange to relate, the
easiest Americans to work seem those
on the East Coast.
All previous DX records sank into
oblivion when z4AG received a cable
from "Wireless World, Radionic,
London," on October 18, 1924, stating : '' Heard you eighty metres 0630
calling u5MI u6ARB. Confirm.'' The
cable was sent from London on Oc
tober 16 and the log of z4AG check~
entirely to the time and calls given in
the cable. z4AA was immediatt.>ly
communicated with and the same
night (October 18) z4AA knocked ta
--?? z4AG;s world's record. (Records do not last long nowadays, hi !)
Since that epoch-making night of
October 18, z4AA, 4AK and 4AG
have all been copied in England.
z4AA and 4AG have shot a.:,,:oss se, eral messages and collected quite a
few. 4AA has ideal conditions, being
over 30 miles from any interference;
but z4AK and 4AG being in the town
of Dunedin have considerable difficulty in copying the English signals
through .power leaks, howling valves
and maliciously operated spark coiw'.
The English signals are QSA on one
valve but it is becoming more and
( Continued on pa,qe 479.)
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ALL WIRELESS SETS AND REQUISITES
ABE OBTAINAllLJ: AT -

SWAINS,

LOWEST PllICES -

FltOK

11 9a and 123 Pitt St .. Sydney
A FEW DOORS FROM THE G.P.O.

CRYSTAL RECEIVING SETS. from 25/-. Operative up to 25 miles
from Sydney.
ONE-VALVE RECEIVING SETS, from !5/10/·, Operat!Te ap to 100
mile• from Sydney.
TWO, a.nd UP TO SIX VALVE, ft-om £118, Opera.tlve up to 5,000 miles
from Sydney,
To INCREASE THE EFFICIENCY of YOUR CRYSTAL SET BUY OUR
ONE-VALVE AMPLIFIER-Ready to connect up-Price £6; or the
TWO-VALVE Alll'LJFIEX-hlch will operate a Loud Bper.korPrice £91

BE LOGICAL!
Why pay sixpence for "RADIO" when you can
buy it for a fraction over fourpence a copy?
Unless you are one of our subscribers, this is
what you are doing!
By buying your copy fortnightly you are charging yourself three shillings more a year than you
really need.
Add your name to our subscription list now and
receive twenty-six issues of "RADIO" for twelve
months for the small outlay of ten shillings.

-WESELLTHE FAMOUS FROST FITTINGS, &11 make1 ltf 'Phones and Leud
Speakers -THE UNITED DISTRIBUTORS, LT:O., HOKE ASSEKBLY
SETS and RADIOVOX SETS - STERLING 4-VALVE and 2-VALVE
SETS, Loud Speakers and Phones - GALENA, ZINCITE, BORNITE,
MOLYBDENITE, moN PYRITES, AUSTRALITE CRYSTALS,

The Circulation Manager,
"RADIO in AUSTRALIA and NEW ZEALAND,"
97 Clarence Street, Sydney, N.S.W.
Dear Sir,1 enclose herewith 10/ · (ten shillings) for twelve
months' subscription (twenty-six issues) to "RADIO,"
commencing from the next number.
Please forward each issue of "RADIO" toFull Name ... ... . . . .. ...... . . . .. ... . . . .. .. . . . . ...
Address

------------------- _j

"RADION'' within 11° of the North Pole
The hiting cold of the frozen north, many degrees below zero, holds
no terrors for Radion.
Frozen in the ice for weeks within 11 ° of the North Pole, the "Zenith"
Radio set taken by Dr. MacMillan on his recent expedition provided
the famous explorer and his men with the only news obtainable of
the outside world.
This set, carefully selected for its adaptability to any climate and
condition, was equipped with both Radion panels and parts. Radion
once again proved its matchless qualities under the most vigorous test
any radio equipment was ever put to.
Radion will prove equally supreme in any climate. It is made
expressly for wireless work and far excels any other material in the
four main radio essentials, namely:
·
1. Low Angle Phase Difference
2. Low Dielectric Constant
3. High Resistivity
4. Low Absorption of Moisture
These characteristics result in a clear, satisfactory reception unobtainable by the use of any inferior material. Do not jeopardize .
all the time and effort you put into the making of your set by using
inefficient insulating material. Look for the name Rad.ion on every
panel, dial, socket, knob, etc., so that you will be sure you are getting
the very best that science has devised.

International Radio Co., Ltd.,
91-92 Courtenay .Pl., Wellington, N. Z.
200 Castlereagh St., Sydney, N.S. W.

C45

0

101 1.g-rr will those N .R.W .
exp<'l'irnP11krs a11il listeners who nst> a sewer ventilating shaft as an aerial
mast be allowed to do so.

2FC
BROADCASTING

TIMES.

Sydney Mean Time.
Wave Length : 1100 metres.
Midday Session:
12.55 Tune In to the Studio Cbimes.
12.58 Time Signals from Farmer's Master
Clock ( S.rllnoy Oboerva tory Time) ,
Stock Exch1.nre Intell1&'ence, Weather New1, usydney Mornin& Herald"
news and cable 1ervice, "Evening
Newlil" midda7 new, bulletin.
1.15 Close down.
Afternoon Seaaioll:
3.SO Studio Chim••·
3.33 Mu•ical procramme b7 rarm.er'• Orchestra broadcaat direct from Farmer's Oak Luncheon Hall. Numhero
will be played at lntenal1 to
4.45 Stock Exchange, weather, afternoon

•.46.

5.0

news.

Close down.

Early Even!,,.. Seaolon:
6.SO Studio Chime•.
ll.33 Children'• Hour.
7.0 Dalgety'a Market Reporh, Fruit anfl
Ve1<etable Marketa. Stock Exchan1<e.
Shipping News, Sussex Street Markets, Late News.
Late Newo.
7 .15 C101e down.
N:.:ht S1•••lon:
to
10.0
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Jllntertalnment.
See llat hereunder.

EVENING ENTERT.AINKYNT,
Ao far u poHible the followlnr 1ehedule
is adhe,ed to:Monday:
Theatre Night.
Tuesday:
Popular Concert
Wednesday: Studio Concert.
Thursday :
Studio Concert.
Friday :
Classical Night.
Saturda'y :
Jazz Night.
Sunda y:
Semi-Sacred Concert (7.3 0 to
9.80 p.m. ) .

l'he Water Board has decided to prohibit th<·ir use as such for reasons of
safety.
A MELBOURNE movie theatre recently installed a loud-speaker in
front of the box-office. _Passers-by
conld then hear the actrial music as

it w,1s liei11g pla.\'Pll im:i,<le. 11 is sai<l
that thr po!i(sl' workPd ovrrtirnr kerping thP crowds hack.
THE latest make-shift loud-speaker
has taken the form of a .violin. A
delicate receiver is connected to the
bridge just underneath the strings,
and when tuned and amplified the
music heard is delightfully sweet and
free from all harshness.
SOME weeks hack, says a Melhonr1w
paper, a city barber stnrtecl to sell
rndio goods and partitioned off half
his wintlnw frn· their displa)' . That
was his l> ;-io;·ht ilka. ()thn·s h avl' followecl it a ntl r eceiving sets, condensen,, loud-speakers and hea(l- 'phones
are thrusting their way into spaces
that have long heen sacred to capstans, French pipes and shaving
brnshes.
Does their prei:;encc there
mean that the retailing of radio goods
is to grow into one of the normal
activities of barbers? IR the harher
of to-<la)· to lie the racl io clea lrr of t omorrow?

RECENTLY, for the first time in
Victoria, church services were
broadcast from St. Panl 's Cathedral
and W .esley Church.
There were
large congregations at both places of
worship and the incident was regarded as unique. ·
IN Paris, at the moment, there is a
shortage of choir-boys and so it has
bern suggested that the situation
could be relieved by putting the other
churches in wireless communication
with Notre Dame and by concentrating in the cathedral a large choir, the
voices and music could then be broadcast to sueh churches in other parts
of the country which ha<l no choir of
their own.
A COMPREHENSIVE scheme for
the instruction of school children
in wireless is now being considered
by the Queensland Education Department.

SPEAKfNG in the New South Wa les
Legifilative Assembly the other
day, the Minister for ~Jducation said
that wireless apparatus had beeL installed in 72 schools.

6WF
BROADCASTING TIMES.
Perth Menn Time.
Wa,·e Length: 1250 metree.
J\Iidday Ses~ion :

12.:W Tu ue in to Sonora.
12-.35 Market Reports_ of
Farmers, Limited.
12 .42 News Service.
12.55 Wea ther Report.
Tlim e Signal.

The

Westralian

U
to

Sonora and Pianola.

1.30

Ull Close down.

Afternoon Seasio11.:
3.0
3 .5
to

Tune In t o Piano Player (Duo-Art) .
}
Special programme, comprising talks, Sonora
4.0
and Pianola .
4. 1 Close down.

Early Evening Senion:
7.0 Tune in to ~onora.
7.5 Bedtime Storiee.
· 7.45 Market Reports.
7.51\ Weather Reporte.
8 .0 Time Signal.
8.2 News Cables.
Night Sessions:
Monday :
'l'uesda y :
Wednesda y :
Thursday:
Friday:

Saturclay:

Sunc1e y:

NIGHT 8ES8l0N9.
8.10, A Lecture ; 8.45, Music,

Pianolo and Sonora.

8. 10, Profesoiona l Concert.
8.10, Concert Evening.
.
8. 10, Professional Concer t.
8. 10, Talk on Wirele•• to
Amateurs by a Representative of the Affiliated Radio
Society; 8.45, Concert El'en·
ing.
No Saturday afternoon, only
from 12 to 1, and again at
7.0. 8.10, The Wesfa rmers
Stu<llo Cnbaret Jazz Orch estra, under the direction of
Irwin Lawrence.
7.30, Mr. C. H. Col'r's Oboir.
Close down at 9 p.::n,

With the exception of Saturday, when the
station closes down at 10.30 p.m .. a ll other
evening sessions conclude at 10 p.m.

AN enterprising radio dealer at
King's Cross, Sw:dney, has a bright
slogan prominently displayed in his
window. It reads: ''You 've Stopped;
You've Looked-Now come in and
Listen!"
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THROUGH the medium of wirdess
telephony President Coolidge was
recently enabled to broadcast a message of hope for the future peace of
the world · to, it is computed,
25,000,000 United States citizens.

STEPS are being taken by the
authorities, so that within the next
few months all the lighthouses on the

"I CANNOT understand why anyone should object to a preacher's
message being heard by 5000 or more
rather than 50," the Rev. J. E.
James, of Melbourne, is reported to
have said.
'' The broadcasting does
not affect the service in the church
at · all. Indeed a preacher forgets
all about the microphone when he
really gets going. It simply adds a
_great unseen audience to the group
worshipping in the church and that
unseen audience can be just as reverent as the folks in church. There are
plenty of good Christian folk who
are shut up or unable to attend service. The radio brings the service
to them. It is the Gospel going out
to the ends of the world and I am
thankful that this great opportunity
is now given us.''

BROADCASTING TIMES,

2BL
Sydney Mean Time,
Wave Length: 350 metres.
Midday Session,
12
l Musical Programme, with News
to
f
Reports supplied by " The
2 p.m. J
Guardian."
Afternoon Session,
3
l Musical Programme, with News
to
f
Reports supplied by "The
5
J
Guardian."
Early Evening Session,
7 Nursery Rhymes and Bedtime Stories.
7.45. Pitt, Son , & Badgery Stock Exchange Reports.
Night Session,
8 Nightly Concert.

EVENING ENTERTAINMENT,
Monday :
"Jazz" . night, with vocal items
from the Studio.
Tuesday:
Classical Studio Concert.
Wednesday: Dance Night.
Thursday:
Broadcasters' Popular Concert.
" Jazz" night, with popular
Friday:
items from the Studio.
Saturi!ay:
Popular Concert.
Ola sslcal and Opera tic Concert.
Sunday:

coast of Great Britain win be equipped with transmitting sets with
skilled operators in charge, in addi-

tion to the usual staff concerned in
the operation of the beacon lights.
Already experiments have been carried out in several lighthouses, and
these have proved so satisfactory that
the decision has been arrived at that
the remainder shall be fitted out in
the same manner.
IN England, one of the latest positions captured by wireless receiving
sets has been in the mental hospitals,
and now in several of these institutions radio apparatus has been installed with loud-speaking apparatus
for the benefit of the unfortunate inmates.
SEVERAL wireless exhibitions have
been arranged to take place during the next six months, botli in
England and on the Continent. Two
British exhibitions have been already
held, one at Manchester and an" AllBritish'' exhibition in London. Then
there is the World's Radio Fair, to
be held in New York. Sweden has
the distinction of holding the first
exhibition this ''season,'' namely,
the one held at Gothenburg recently
in connection with the Great Swedish Fair.

The ~ew G~a~ophone Attachment for utilising your Gramophone as a Loud Speaker. · It is simply fitted to the Tone Arm
in place of the ordinary speaker. It has a beautiful tonal quality on account of its adjustable
Mica Diaphragm.
- Price, ·with Long Flexible Cord, £2/ 2/ 6.

Have You Seen

NOW, ABOUT VALVES AND HEADPHONES!
We · make a Special Carton for sending Valves to the
country. It is almost impossible for the postal people to
break a valve packed in this carton-

The New Prices of Valves.
18/ 6
19/19/ 35/·
30/-

D2 and E

MANHATTAN
VARIOMETER
in Brown Bakelite. Beautiful
appearance. Fits in any position, on panel or base.

PRICE . .

.. ~9/-

RADIOTRON

Headphones of High Quality that we Stock
PEERLESS, 2000 ohm
30/ TRIMM, .2000 ohm
. . 32/ 6
TRIMM, '3000 ohm
.. 45/·
RED SEAL-the Aristocrat of all Headphones 45/ -

RADIO HOUSE,

SEND FOR OUR PRICE LIST.

619 George Street, Sydney
THE

QUALITY

Mention "Radio" when communicating with Advertisers.

RAD I 0

STORE.
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An Aerial
·

STRONG, efficient, and inexpensive wireless mast
may _quite easi~y be e~ected If the mstruct10ns
given in the following
article are carried out.
The gear required comprises three
lengths, about seventeen feet each, of
galvanised water or steam piping, the
lower section being of l½in. piping,
the middle section lin., and the top
section ¾in. These lengths are connected by the necessary sockets.
A tee arm is fitted to the top section
by means of a '' T '' socket ¾in. to the
mast and ½in. t)hrough, two 24in.
lengths of piping forming the '' T''
arms. A pulley is attached to the end
of either arm to take the halyards for
hoisting and lowering the aerials.

November 12, 1924.

Mast for £8- 12s.

guys each, totalling twelve guys, are
required, one set at the joint of the
bottom and middle sections, one at
the joint of the middle and top sections, and one six feet from the top.
Strain insulators are inserted every
sixteen feet. Guys are anchored to
''dead-men'' set in concrete, or should
rock be available, eye bolts may be
cemented into it.
The distance from the base of the
mast to anchor should be half the
height of the mast, but if this amount
of ground is not available an 18 feet
base is quite sufficient.
Wire strainers or turn bucklers are
placed at the joint of the attachment
of guys and the ''dead-men'' anchors,
for the final adjustment and tightening of guy wires.
The enthusiast who desires to e::-ect
such a mast, after having planned out
the ground, should make the concrete
base and guy anchors and allow them
one week to set.
In the meantime the guys may be
cut and spliced to the right length.
When all these have been prepared
and the insulators spliced in their
right places, a block and taekle and
a jury pole about twenty five feet
high, should he obtained and guyed ·
temporarily a few inches away from
the intended base of the mast, the
block and tackle having been first at-

tached to the top. '11 he middle and
top sections should then be screwed
together, the top section being completed with the "T" arm and pulley,
and with the halyards attached.
When the guys are attached to the
mast bands, the completed sections
should, with the aid of a few assistants, be hoisted upright against the
jury pole. Assistants should then be
placed at each of the four opposite
points where the guys are to be anchored. The block should be attached
and a start made to hoist. As the sections lift the assistants should pay out
the guys, though still keeping enough
strain on them to keep the sections

Fig. 1.-'-Showing how to erect the jury
pole.

'l'he mast rests on a white porcelain
insulator (petticoat type). This insulator is let into a block of hardwood
well soaked in paraffin. wax, and the
whole set in concrete. This method
thoroughly insulates the metal mast
from the earth.
Stranded wire guys are fastened
to the mast by means of four-point
mast bands, obtainable at any shipchandlers, and these bands may be
bolted or screwed to the mast, or in
the case of the two lower bands allowed to rest on the reducing sockets.
The guy wires are attached to the
masts by means of shackles.
Stranded galvanised wire of the
ordinary clothes line variety is ideal
for guys. It is strong, is easily spliced
and does not rust. Three ·sets of four

Fig. 3.-The base of the mast rests on a
white porcelain (petticoat type) insulator,
which is let into a block of hardwood.

Fig 2.-Here the pole is shown as a support for a transmitting aerial.

upright. The top sections will thus
be hoisted high enough to allow the
bottom section to be placed upright
underneath and screwed into place.
'l'he whole. should then be lowered on
to the insulator, the guys made fast,
and the jury mast clif,mantled. In
0recting the jury pole it is a good
plan to place the base on a stout piece
of wood across two bricks, as shown
in Fig. 1. The pulling rope of the
block and tackle is given a turn round
the piece of wood shown in the diagram, thus taking the strain off the
rope during each lift.
The pole described in this article
was designed with a view to its use as
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a support for a transmitting aerial.
The :following list will give the reader
an idea of materials required and the
itemised costs. It will be noted that
the total cost is most reasonable.
MATERIAL REQUIRED.

s. d.
1 18 0
O 3 6
O 1 6

£

3
2
1
2

17 ft. lengths of piping . .
Reducing sockets
'' T '' ¾in.-½in. through
24in. lengths of ½in. piping . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
3 Brass, 4 point mast bands
12 Brass or galvanised
buckles . . . . . . . . . . . . .
36 Thibles and shackles . . .
2 Brass pulleys combined
with coach screw . . . . . .
500 :feet galvanised clothes
line ... . ............
200 :feet 3/8 rope . . . . . . . . .
4 eyebolts . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
2 Doz. porcelain strain insulators ..............
1 large insulator for base ..
Cement ...... . ....... . .

0 2 10
O 14 0
1 16
1 2

0
0

0

0

7

0 12 6
0 7 0
0 8 0
0 16
0 1
0 2

0
8
0

TOT AL COST ..... £8 12

0

PRESENTATION TO MR. S. E.
TATHAM.
A LARGE number of the members
o:f the various departments o:f
Amalgamated Wireless (Australasia)
Limited were present one day last
month on the occasion of a farewell
presentation to Mr. S. E. Tatham,
who resigned the positions o:f Manager
of The Wireless Press and Managing
Editor of Radio. The tokens of regard took the form o:f a handsome
gold dress-watch and chain, together
with a silver matchbox.
In making the presentation, Mr.
E. T. Fisk, Managing Director,
enumerated many o:f Mr. Tatham 's
fine qualities and, in referring to the
fact of the splendid manner in which
he had risen in the Company's service, wished him the very greatest
success in his new sphere.
Mr. Tatham suitably responded.

the West Maitland (N.S.W. ) High
School, where is installed a Burginphone receiver, writes :- I know that
you will be pleased to hear that I
picked up Melbourne last night. We
heard the whole of the opera on the
loud-speaker-we could easily distinguish the individual singers-and
Melba was beautiful.

HIS SISTER'S VOICE.
ONE · o:f Hobart's keenest experimenters is Mr. Cyril Monks, of
"Lenna, " Battery Pt.
He was
"sparks " on the H.M.A.S. Australia
and H it('n during the war period and
had many thrilling adventures with
e~emy submarines and cruisers. The
other d(l,y Mr. Monks had an uncommon experience when, with his
brother, he listened-in to 2BL and
heard his sister, Miss Bertha Monks,
singing for Sydney Broadcasters.
ANOTHER " BURGINPHONE"
'' Down in the Forest,'' and '' Songs
. My Mother Taught Me" were among
SUCCESS.
IN a letter to the Burgin Electric the pieces picked up, every word beCompany, Sydney, the Principal of ing heard perfectly.

- ~

THE NAME TO KNOW IN RADIO-

WILES Wonderlul Wireless
VALVE SETS for Home Construction
£5 16 6
7 9 3

Parts for 1-Valve
Parts for 2-Valve

£9 12 9
14 3 0

Parts for 3·Valve
Parts for 4-Valve

The only accessories yo_u re•q uire to complete the above Sets. are Batteries, Headphones, and Valves.
Tl:ie Home Construction Sets we offer have been designed, _tested and proved by our own skilled engineers.

Building

instructions are so written that they· can be clearly understood.
SEND FOR PRICE

MAIL US YOUR ENQUIRIES.

LIS'£ R G.

W. HARRY WILES
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL RADIO SUPPLIERS,
ESTABLISHED 20 YEARS.

384 PITT STREET
(NEAR GOULBURN ST.)

56-58 GOULB URN STREET
(1 .D OOR FROM PITT ST.)

23 PITT STREET
(NEAR CIRCULAR QUAY)

Please address all communications to our Head Office, 56-58 Goulburn Street, Sydney.

Xentton "Badio" when oommun!ca ting with Advertisers.

/
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Crystals
(By an Officer of the Sy d-11,ey Mining Museum .)
BEFORE the electric waves utilised
in Wireless Telephony can affect
a telephone receiver the alternating
current from the transmitting station
must be converted to direct current.
Certain minerals have the poperty of
producing this effect (it is not known
how), and are used very extensively
in the simpler forms of wireless receivers. These are known as '' crystals.''
There are important points of difference between the minerals in common use, and as several factors have
to be considered, it is not possible

larly from Australian mines, and is
now on sale. It is therefore "up to
us" to demand local crystals and thus
keep money in the country.
GALENA (Sulphide of lead): A
soft mineral, varying much in appearance.
It is easily damaged by
rough handling or by heat. The surface of even the best crystal is not
uniformly sensitive, and search must
be made for suitable ''points.'' The
appearance of galena\ ;is no guide
whatever to its suitability.
Equally
good results may be obtained from
pieces varying greatly in appearance,

CALL LETTERS AND WAVE-LENGTHS OF AMATEURS TRANSMITTING IN
OTAGO, N .Z.
Power in
W / L.
watts
155 165 175
50
* 4AA Bell, F. D., Waihemo, Palmerston South
100 300 (Sp!,) 50
* 4AB Otago Radio Association ..
155 165 175
50
* 4AC Robinson, R . E,, Dundas Street,. Dunedin
* . 4AD Jordan, A . E., 17 Biggar Street, Invercargill
155 16 5 175
50
140
5
t 4AG Slade, R ., 15 Harbour Terrace, Dunedin
140
5
t 4AJ McGeorge, C . N. D., 131 Eglinton Rd., Mornington, D'n.
140
5
t 4AH McDonald, I. S .,, 21 Melrose Street, Roslyn, Dunedin ..
140
5
· t 4AK Shiel, W, L,, 103 Macandrew Road, South Dunedin
140
5
t 4AL Grubb, A. H. M., 53 Sligo Terrace, Roslyn , Dunedin ..
140
3.5
t 4AM Crockett, vV, M,, 18 Chambers St., N.E. Valley, Dunedin
140
5
t 4AO Scott, T. E., 639 Cumberland Street, Dunedin ..
160 170 ·180
15
* 4AP Reed, G. J. , Esk Street, Invercargill ..
* 4AQ Arundel, N., 26 Mo1ay Place, Dunedin ..
160 170 180
50
140
5
t 4AR Wilkinson, W. G., 21 Melrose Street, Roslyn, Dunedin
Ex. 4XO University of Otago, Dunedin (Experimental)
395
500
B 4YA O'Neill, F . J., 219 Moray Place, Dunedin (Broadcast)
370
500
B 4YO Radio Supply Co,, 26 Moray Place, Dunedin
370
500
* Signifies a Grade I. Amateur Transmitting Station.
t Signifies a Grade II. Amateur Transmitting Station,
Ex. Signifies an Experimental Station.
B Signifies a Broadcasting Station.
4YO The Radio ,Supply Co. closed down some time ago.
4AB Transmit children's stories and nursery rhymes from 7.30 to 8 p.m. every
Tuesday and Thursday evenings, and from 8 to 10 p .m., a programme
suitable for adults.

to say definitdy that one , should be and, on the other hand, of two identested for suitability, and the seller tical pieces one rp.ay . be · good, the
should give a guarantee to that effect. other useless.
Pieces from ·the same . specimen will ·
At present, suitable galena can be
be found to vary both in the abundance of sensitive ''points,'' and in obtained from two mines in New
South Wales, and some excellent
the strength of the signals obtained.
- material from West Australia and
Until lately, all crystals used have Tasmania hfl,S been sold.
been imported; but it has been the
Some of the imported crystals sold
object of the Museum to substitute
for these minerals obtained locally, under various trade names are really
Some of these
and considerable success has been at- nothing but galena.
tained. In the case of three of these, are what is known as synthetic galena,
material equal to or better than that and consist of sulphur and lead meltimported can now be procured regu- ed together with suitable precautions.

PYRITE (iron pyrites; sulphide
of iron) : Unlike, galena, pyrite i:;
hard and not easily damaged. Like
galena, it is not sensitive all ,u ver..
Most pyrite is granular in strµcture,
and seems to be quite useless. Present indications are that the more
nearly broken surface resembles polished brass, the better the crystal.
None the less, every piece should be
tested and sold under guarantee.
Excellent pyrites equal to that imported is procurable from one)ocality
in the State.
MOLYBDENITE (sulphide
of
molybdenum): A very soft, cleavahle
mineral, the usefulness of which,
however, is not impaired by splitting.
It is not so well-known as galena and
pyrite, but has much to recommend
it. Most pieces will give good results,
and it is sensitive practicallv all over.
A strip of silver or alumfniU:m can
be used instead of a catwhisker, and .
such a connection is not easily dislodged. It is "foolproof," as it
were. Excellent molybdenite from a
New South Wales mme 1s obtainable
readily.
PERIKON DETECTORS : As generally understood these involve the
use of ziiicite ( oxide or zinc), working
with bornite or copper pyrites (sulphides of copper and iron) instead
of a catwhisk(!r. _Zincite is procurable only from one locality in the
world, and its discovery in Australia
is unlikely.
Bornite and copper
pyrites that give excellent results are
known here, but so far no adequate
supply is available. For the present,
therefore, we must rely on importation for perikon, but it is expected
that an excellent local bornite will be
available shortly.
It is well to remember crystals
should not be touched with the
fingers, and it may he necessary to
clean them occasionally to remove
films of grease.
"
At present, three brands , of New
8011th Wales crystals are ' known il>
he _ on th~ market, namely, ' ' Sacr.vstal-, ' ' '' Molesworth Standardised''
and '' N eibeck. ' '
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DX Notes-and Other Things
By Chas . Maclurcan (2CM).
We have pleasure in placi n g before our readers ano,t her batch of
the "Other Things"-from ,the Puck•ish pen of Mr. C. D. Maclurcan.
Below will be found a photograph of the audibility metres used at
make it serve as a kind of advance not ice, for it is Mr. Maclurcan's and
State of the Commonwealth. In order, then, to assist towards this, Mr.
on how to make it, w h ich will appear in an ear ly issue of "Radi o."

THE question of the month is, '' Is
it ?-or are we?" No, the answer
is not, '' I don't suppose so-so they
tell me, '' nor is the answer '' a
lemon.''
What prompts this question is the
latest record put over by Frank Bell,
Z4AA. Oh, no! Nothing much, just
worked a couple of "hams" in England, whilst waiting for Sister Bell to
ring the Bell for tea. And, like the

"DX Notes-and Other Things"-particularly
2CM, and our reason for publishing it is to
our ambition to see at least one in every
Mac lurcan is writing a constructional article

of New Zealand? Is it due to the he did not get me. Is there anybody
extra 1-½ hours darkness they have? with five bob that would like a splen"Is it" due to absence of Q.R.N. or'- did little wireless station, guaranteed
'' is it'' due to the way they part to work 100 miles night time, yes, and
an audibility meter chucked in, too?
their hair?
The silent hours agreed upon by
"Or are we" Aussies "dud" opera-N.S.W. experimenters seem to be
tors, working ''dud'' stations?
Now, you get a gum-drop for the working well. The B.C.L. 's haven't
much to growl about now.
correct answer !
3BQ has increased his signal
We know they certainly have it all
strength tremendously of late. He is
over us on the reception side, foras I mentioned in my last "DX a bit unstable at times. though. He
Notes"-2DS and I had "been there says it is due to increasing the number of rectifier jars in his set-anyand 'ad sum."
way,
it is all to the good.
But what about our transmitters?
Talking of chemical rectifiers-2DS
You, 3BD and 3BQ, 2LO and '' lil''
2CM. We are told that we put out has also · increased his radiation and
quite a signal but seems to me it strength by using electrolytics and
must be a relapse before travelling too Kenotrons in the diamond form of
far. Only last night 6CGW called connection. It raised his voltage con2CM. . I replied straight away-like siderably as witness the decease of a
a '' puffick gentleman.'' But, alas! 5-watte; soon after.

· Mr. C. D. Maclurcan.

man who took on the bet that he could
drink a bucket of beer, first drinking
one bucket on the quiet, just too see
if he could do it, Frank repeated the
dose next night, just to see if it could
be done. I understand that Frank
then put the other N.Z. ether-busters
on to '' London-where the King
lives' ' · and that se:veral others ( I
think, 2AC and 4AG) also '' click.ed. ''
Now, "Is it" due to the position

One form of Audibility Meter used at 2CM . This is simply a resistance box,
variable in steps of one ohm up to 40,000 ohms. The telephone receivers are
shunted by this instrument and t he resistance reduced until the signal is just
audible.
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2BK has been off the air latelymaking a new transmitte~, using
spider web coils. Worked ~im for a
short while on Sunday mornmg- and
his 'fone seems very good.
Wfreless Weekly transmitting tests
have just been concluded, and results

"

,,

,,

"

Tue. Sept. 31
Thur.
Fri.
Fri.
Sat.

Oct. 2
Oct. 3
Oct. 3
Oct. 4

Sun.

Oct."

Sun.

Oct.

5

5

Call.

8.50 p .m.

122

6.20 p.m.

Z4AA
ZlAO
Z4AG
Z4AA
Z4AA
ZlAO
Z3AD
Z4AG
Z2AG
A3BD
3AL
Z4AA
Z4AK
A3BD

96
125

120
58
22
64
58
650
18
22
46
94

6.20 p .m.
6.30 p.m.

A3BD
A3BQ

125
112

94
300

95

36
150
36
250
500-1500

7.5 p.m.
7.15 p .m.
6.30 p.m.
9.15
6.10
6.10
7.10

p.m.
p .m.
p .m .
p.m.

5.50 p.m.

7.20 p.m.
7.35 p.m.
8.30 p.m.
9.10 p .m .

" Oct." 9
Thur.
Fri.
Oct. 10
Sat.
Oct. 11
Mon.

"
Oct.

10.40
5.35
8.10
5.30
7.35

p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.

13
7.30 p.m.

Fri.
Sun.

Oct. 17
Oct. 19

Audibility .

Time.

Date.
Sun. Sept. 28

in the country had been supplied with
log sheets to make full notes of all
reception, and some interesting results are expected.
.A2YI has had a try with the
shorter waves. He worked 3BQ in

9.40 p .m .
9.4 5 p.m.

A3XF
Z4AK
Z4AG
Z2AG
Z2AG
A3BQ

A3BD
Z4AG
2AC
Z4AA
3JH
Z2.AC
Z4AK
Z4AG
Z4AG
Z4AA
Z2AC

W/L .
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tute troubled waters. 2DE has a new
transmitter and two perfectly good
60 ft . masts, so its no wonder he
started off by working S ..A. and 4.AN,
Queensland.
•
2ED and 2CI have been off the air
for some time now, so also has 2ZG.

Notes.

250
2~0
94
64

7

80
94
97
100

300
29
46
94
74
400
150
500
300

Has reduced W /L. not as good as
before.
Not e higher but has
bad ripple and is confused with
a second note.
High, clear note but wavery and
unstable.
Note like a duck quacking.
Calls CQ too long before signing.
Note rough and slightly unstable.

Very unstable and fading strength
without Aerial 94.
Strength without Aerial or Earth
22.
On 200 A fone very good and clear.
Note improved- now like 4AA's.
Note bad.
He called CQ. I answered but N .D.
Nicely readable without aerial.
Str. 7 without aerial. Note very
good-best from 4AG.
Note bad again.
Note good now.
Very unsteady to-night.

are not yet to hand. These tests lasted a week and the following stations
took part in them :-2CM, 2JM, 2DS,
2BF, 2YI, 2BB, 2DK, 2CS, 2DE .
Starting at 10 p .m., each station
transmitted for 10 minutes, sending
C.W., I.C.W ., and 'phone. Listeners

daylight on about 140 metres and is
highly delighted.
2LO has been off the air for some
till).e-I believe he is away from home.
2DE, Phil Renshaw, has just returned from Brisbane, where he has
been pouring oil ( dinkum) on Insti-

2JM perks up as usual and is getting fine results.
Now, folks, above are some audibilities and notes. You want to notice
particularly the dates and times, so
that you may refer to your log and see
why.

BROADCASTERS FOR
TASMANIA.
EXPERIMENTERS and others will
be pleased to hear that at last two
applications have been received by
the authorities on the part of prominent Tasmanian business organizations
for the establishment of ' '.A'' class

broadcasting stations in · this State.
The news will come as a great surprise to Tasmanian radio people, in
particular, who have been told that a
"B" class station is the best they can
expect. It has not yet been made
public who are the enterprising
people connected with the new scheme

but it has been suggested that a wellknown cinema theatre in Hobart is
associationg itself with the idea. If
a Tasmanian ''.A'' station comes to
pass it should be possible for Mainland listeners-in to pick np his transmissions quite easily.

J
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New Zealanders 1 ·
World I s Record
(Continued from page 470.)

more difficult to read them through
the ever-increasing interference.
The receivers at z4AA, 4AK, 4AG
arc of the low loss type, three coil, a
la Q8T. 4AA and 4AK both use
one stage audio, while 4AG uses the
detector alone.
The aerials at 4AA and 4AK are vertical cages 95 and 84 ft. respectively.
At 4AG the aerial is a three-wire inverted L, flat top, 16 feet speaders,
75 feet high at free end, and 45 feet
at the lead-in end, with a flat top of
40 feet and a cage lead-in of 30 feet.
Counterpoises are used in all three
stations. The circuit used for transmitting at 4AK and 4AG is the fourcoil Meissner. 4AA had a Colpitt's
circuit, but changed it lately to the
former type. Both 4AA and 4AK
use 50 Radiotron valves, while 4AG
uses a Philips type Z4.
The H.T.
supply at 4AA is derived from a
motor generator set ( two generators
in series), giving a voltage of 1,500
volts, while the filament of the valve
is heated by batteries.
Both 4AK and 4AG use rectified
A.O. The former has a lKw. transformer, with taps which will give any
voltage up to 3,500 on each side of
the centre tap. (He made it himself.)
He has also a motor generator set ¼
Kw. of 1,500 volts and sometimes runs
the generator, together with 450 volts
from accumulator B batteries, in
series with the R.A.C. The R.A.C.
is choked by a 30 Henry Choke and
filtered by a bank of glass plate condensers. 4AG has a ½Kw., which
delivers 2,500 volts. After being rectified, the voltage drops to 2,000.
There is neither a choke nor filter condensers at this station. (All condensers tried so far have simply gone
"pop.") 4AK operates his tube with
the key in the grid leak, while 4AG
keys in the centre tap of the filament
transformer. The choke is left ont
of the H.T., so as to stop ke:v thumps.
The rectifier at 4AK consists of 120
jam jars (1 lb.) in each leg of the
transformer. 4AG has no centre tap
on his transformer and uses 84 two
lb. jam jars in a bridge with 21 jars
in each leg. In both stations the
electrodes of the rectifiers are of lead
and 11.h1minium, The electrolyte be-
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ing a saturated solution of borax a
little ammonia being added.
'
The successes we have attained during the last few week,; cannot be put
down to exceptionally good atmospheric conditions. On the contrary,
the conditions have been rather bad
at times. Static has been fairly severe
all the time and what with power
leaks, etc., life is anything but pleasant when working under' these conditions. However, there is sure to be
an improvement sooner or later, and
when there is, there will be many
more Zedders, and Aussies, too, we
hope, to work England.
The chief
thing is that you must get down below 100 metres or freeze, hi !
Good luck to those who are successful in the future.

IN guying your aerial it is · best to
put an insulator in each guy.
A GOOD aerial and good receiver
is a fine combination. Try to have
both if you want distance;
WHEN signals are too weak to operate a loud-speaker, they are
strong enough for several pairs of
telephones.
KEEP the top of your battery clean
and fully charged for best rr.~n lts.
A LITTLE sealing wax dropped on
the edges of a coil will prevent
the turns from slipping.
RUBBER tape is better than friction
tape for aerial work.

MISS WALLA CE SPEAKS FROM

KGO.
THE Western Electric Company
(Australia), Limited, write that
their agents, Messrs. Sexton and
Green, of Tenterfield, while listening-in to KGO on Wednesday, October 8, with their standard 5-valve
W rstern Electric receiving set, heard
Miss Wallace, of the Royal Arcade,
Sydney, speaking from KGO. Mr.
Green informs them that after hearing several musical items from the
Hotel St. Francis, KGO announced
the following at 6.40 p .m.: " KGO,
Oakland, California. Miss Wallace,
an eleetrLal engineer from Australia, will now talk from the studio.''
Mr. Green states that Miss Wallace
said she was speaking for the benefit
of experimenters in Australia. Her
remarks, however, were chiefly confined to her impressions of American
business met hods. One item which
he particularly remembered was that
!';he compared the tramway system to
that of Sydney and remarked how
different t he trams in San Francisco
were to those of our own.
Mr.
Green, not realising that Miss Wallace was a well-known personality
in local radio circles, did not appreciate the importance of the reception
of this particular item, or otherwise
he would have notified the company
much earlier.

SIGNAL.·Home Assembly

SETS

Enable you to pnt yonr own set together in a few !10nrs at about half the rost of shop-assembled
sets. A screw-driver and a pair of pliers are nll you need.
L

SEE THEM AT YOUR DEALER~!
1 Valve, £5/ 10/ -; 2 Valves , £9/ 9 / -.
3 Valves (Audio Frequency), £11 / 11/-.

3 Valves (Radio Frequency), £11 / 11 / -.
4 Valves (Rad io Frequency) , £13 / 13/ -.

Manufactured b y

UNITED DISTRIBUTORS, LIMITED
("\\"'llole:-i:i.I e nn ly), ,

72

CLARENCE

STREET

..

Use " P~c9·" -~ead~hones with your set!

¥ent1011 "Ra<llo" whe11 cumm1llllcatinr wlth A(lvertlser,,

SYD N E Y.
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that give -gou radio as
13ou OUGHT to hear it/
Choose your Loud Speaker with
care-select one of these perfect
examples
This has a resonant wood
amplifying bell which neutralises all mechanical effects, and PI'.Oduces
a remarkable volume of clear, pure tone; free from muffling or dis- ·
tortion-a life-like re-creation of the original. ·
As illustrated above
.. .. .. .. .· ·· ·· ··

MUSIC MASTER LOUD SPEAKER:

Let the wireless entertain your
whole family and your guests.
To listen to a good wireless programme is fascinating to everyone.

You will hear them at

their best with one of these

£12/-/-

ATLAS LOUD SPEAKER-the

"Musician of the Air."
Its scientific design, with
careful fabrication and assembfy, goes far to compensate for any
shortcomings of broadcasting. It gives you the programme clearly,
sweetly and naturally
. . . . · · · · · · · · · · · · £7 /10/-

SIGNAL LOUD SPEAKER-of

special shape and construction, as illustrated on
top of Radiovox Cabinet at foot of page. Strm:ig and sweet

£4/15/-

superb Loud Speakers at your
Dealer's.

BRANDES TABLE TALKER over

known the world
£4/15/-

ALL RADIO DEALERS CAN SUPPLY YOU AT THESE PRICES!

United Distributors Ltd.
(Wholesale only.)

592 Bourke Street,

72 Clarence Street,

MELBOURNE.

SYDNEY.
And at BRISBANE,

ADELAIDE,

Mention '·Ra.dlo". whe_n .c~mmun!cating with Advertisers.

PERTH,

HOBART,

WELLINGTON,
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Save · 60 per cent. Import Charges
on your Transformer
Here is a Trans former made in Australia-·-.·
free of all import duty and freight---equal in
every way to any transformer on the market.

SIGNAL
Audio Frequency
TRANSFORMER
It is magnetically shielded in a shell of original design and finish 5 · to 1 ratio.
It is loud - but clear - without howl or distortion, s~curing full volume without
sacrifice of tonal beauty.
The SIGNAL AUDIO FREQUENCY
to increase efficiency and reliability.

TRANSFORMER embodies every possible poin
·

It is simple, compact and symmetrical in appearance. Add to this the fact t hat it is
manufactured by the ElectricJty Meter Manufacturing Co., Ltd., who.make the electrical
meters for the Government, and you will understand its efficiency and popularity.
Those who fancy that a :fine pr odupt must be "Imported " will find in this t ransformer a new basis
for pr ide and confidence in Australian-made goods.
The laws of natural forces and physics oper ate exactly the same in Australia as in Europe or
America. W e invite a charted comparison of r esults in a t est of the '' Signal ' Transformer s with
any imported Transformer however expensive.

Price

- - -

£1/1/-

SEE IT AT YOU DEALER'S TO-DAY!

United Distributors Limited
(Wholes ale only)

72 Clarence Street,
Sydney.

592 Bourke Street,
.-_M elbourne.

And at Brisbane, Adelaide, Perth, Hobart, Wellington.

M ention "Ra dto" when communicating with Advertiseri;:..

\
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Microphonic Noises in Your Set
HAVE you noticed the gong-like
. sounds of your set when someone
walked across the room, or jarred the
cabinet, or even touched one or the
valves with their fingers 1 It interrupted the programmes you were listening to and you may have wondered
what caused it. It was the valves and
ill more noticeable in the small ones.
If you ha,ve ever looked into a
1Jrnnufactured set using these small

valves you have seen that these were
either suspended or mountd on soft
rubber bases. With them thus mounted microphonic noises are never
heard.
You can do the same thing with
your new set or your old one, but you
may be required to put in some flexible connections to the sockets to take
the place of your bus bar wiring. If

flexible wire is not used. the sockets
will be held firm and the microphonic
noises will still bother you.
Soft rubber sponges may be purchased very cheaply and one of them
may do for two or three valves depending on what type of valves you
use. The 199 having very small
sockets require less sponge, while the
WD type require as much as a large
tube.
'
i:-1!]
Where soft rubber sponges are to
be used they should first be secured
to the socket through the screw holes
in the sockets, through which machine
screws .can be passed, and the nuts
screwed up until they go at least a
half inch up in the rubber sponge.
The rubber sponge can then be
secured to the base of the set by putting a wood screw down in the centre
of the socket between the prongs. It
is advisable to slip a fibre washer over
the wood screw to prevent it from
passing through the sponge without
taking hold. This is shown in Fig. 1.
Another sponge arrangement is
that using the sponges under your
radio cabinet. This will require four
of the sponges, one for each corner.
While this is not as good as putting
them under the sockets, it is much

easier and will give you a good idea
of the possibilities of cushioning.
Another scheme is to support the sockets half way up the cabinet on strong
rubber supports similar to the old
style sleeye holders worn by men. 'fhis
type also reqi.1ires flexible connections
to the sockets and on account of being
suspended is even better than the soft
sponge under the sockets, but the arrangement is more difficult.

We have seen sets whose microphonic noises were so bad that you
could not touch any control at all on
the set without the familiar gong-like
sound being heard and this precluded
the possibility of tuning the set at all
except on very strong signals. ·By
placing soft rubber sponges under the
cabinet a great deal of these noises
were stopped.
This arrangement is
shown in Figure 2.

Valves: An Explanation
THIS explanation of the principle
· of the vacuum tube, which the
Western Electric News attributes to
Professor Von Orfle Garbler, is as
lucid and sane as some more sober
efforts elicited by radio :

If you don't know anything
else about valves you anyhow
know what it is shaped and priced.
Now a lot of scientists, real and selfanointed ones have at different times
tried to explain it, how it works and
\vhy. It seems to me, however, that
there explanations were about as intrickate and obtruse, however, as too
the principle and true inward operation of the major acutalites as the
things they preported to elucidade
themselves. I am abcessed therefore
from the conviction that if we are to
11rrive at an;y-thing it desolves·upon me

to supply a simple explanation just
for the benefit of the large number of
the un-understanding majority.
The valve · as at present was
involved from the automatic theory.
Starting from the prespesition that
the whole is the equivalent to all of its
parts put together, physicists undertook to assertain how many parts of
a given thing were demavded to make
up any given whole and so to accomplish this endeavoar they divided the
given whole into as many parts as
were diviseable and these parts were
again divided and so on ad infantum.
The result finally simmered itself
down to the regrestration of_ the
autom which is the smallest indiviseable part of anything after it has been
divided up ·as many times - -as it is

(?)

possible to divide anything up and
it can't be divided any farther, but
this autom is, it was proven itself,
made up of still smaller particels
which cannot be divided or separated
one from each other. These are known
as electrons and morons.
Now the
morons, it seems have an infinnity for
the electrons but the electrons have an
abhorrence for the morons. As, however, these cannot be divided apart a
force is therefore engenerated which
is non-stimatable. So much for the
principal.
The valve, itself, is a piece
of empty glass out of which all air
has been substracted and after that is
done, three devises are injectured in
it known as the griddle, the plate and
the fillament.
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Swinging Signals
AT this time of the year and frequently during the last few weeks,
you have been bothered a great deal
by signals from broadcasting stations
getting weak and then later coming
back strong again. Was it fading or
swinging?
You have read a great deal about
the reduced range of broadcasting
stations during the hot weather, and
it is true; but when signals get weaker
it is not always due to fading. It is

engineers and scientists are making a
good guess at it, but nothing definite has been established. For that
reason, fading cannot be combatted
successfully.
Swinging signals resemble fadi ··~
somewhat except that you can tune
the station in again by a slight adjustment of your set. The swinging may
be at your own station, or it may be
at the transmitting station-more
likely at yours, though.
Swinging can be caused by a slack
aerial at either station, which affects
the capacity of the aerial-ground circuit, and this changes the wave-

is the one wire type. This may easily
be stretched taut and swinging pra~tically eliminated. If you have a two,
or more wire aerial, it is necessary to
have a ''spreader'' to keep the wires
separated at each end. Unless this
spreader is guyed as shown in Figure
1 it is practically impossible to stop
it from swinging back and forth i1
any kind of a breeze.
A one-wire
aerial is shown in Figures 2 and 3.
The slack one will always be bothe1·zd

i

Insulator.

Lead--, r,

Fig. 3.
Fig. 1.

sometimes what we call swinging.
Fading and swinging are different in
that one can be corrected sometimes
and the other cannot.
For example: F::.ding is what we
say is happening when the signals
from a station gradually die out and
later, without touching your receivin~
set, the signals come in just as str0ng
as ever. The cause of fading has
never been actually determined; radio

Fig. 2.

length. This is particularly true of
single circuit sets but is not so noticeable on loose coupled sets, owing to
the fact that the detector circuit is
not affected by small changes in the
aerial-ground circuit.
The best type of aerial to use, from
the view point of swinging sign.als,

by swinging unless it is pulled taut
as in Figure 2.
Where swinging originiates at the
transmitting station, there is only one
thing you can do to try and correct
it. That is, to notify such station
their signals are swinging. Swinging
is seldom encountered from big stations, as they have someone listening
ir all the time to check on them, but
you will no doubt find swinging frequent from small stations.

A Good Joke
HUMOUR in radio (as in golf) is a
sure sign that it has become a
part of our everyday life. Here is
the account of a practical joke played
upon an innocent youth in Hobart :
recently, who is reputed to have a
highly developed imagination-especially in listening-in. A fake studio
was rigged up in a back room of a
citizen's residence at New Town and
lead-ins connected to the aeria,1 0on-

veyed the " music" to a large receiving apparatus installed in another
room where a small audience had
gathered to listen-in. Another wireless man, played the part of '' announcer" and "put over" the we11known, '' KGO calling, the General
Electric Company's broadcasting
station, Oakland, Calif.'' with all the
finish of a true Yank. A small button
microphone was employed iu the

"studio " and the result wa,;; amazingly realistic. After the "concert,"
the innocent one announced to all his
friends that he had heard KGO fifty
feet away from the foud-talker. "It
was wonderful,'' he said. '' I heard ·
every word. And there were aha.it
forty saxaphones going, too. '' As a
matter of fact. he had heard a first class gramophone playing the latest
jazz hits !
·
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Good and Bad Coupling
COUPLING has a great deal to do
·, ., with .the selectivity of your set,
that is, speaking of a loose coupler
receiving· set. The coupling, or distance the primary winding is from
the secondary, has a great deal to do
with your ability to tune this or that
station out. The number of turns of
th~ primary coil that are in inductive
;elation to the secondary coil aho

r------,I
I
I

I

'f
I

r----J
I

earth

I
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affects it. For example: You may
have a fixed primary and secondary,
such as used in so-called single control
three-circuit sets, where the primary
and secondary coils are separated
about half an inch and the primary
has 12 turns and the secondary 45.
'rhis will give fairly loose coupling;
,vhereas if there were 30 turns on the
prim~ry, the· coupling would be close
and tiining would be broad.

Where more turns are necessary 011
the primary coil and loose coupling is
desired, it is better to use the extra
turns in the form of a loading coil,
that is not in inductive relation to the
secondary coil. Both types are shown
iri the drawings.
Those of you who have used a variocoupler or a loose-coupler in a twocircuit set have no doubt found that
having the secondary in various positions relative to the primary coil,
greatly affected the tuning and the
selectivitv of the set. You have frmnd
that . with close coupling ( the coils
close to each other), you could easily
tune in different stations but that you
probably heard two or more at the
same time. By rotating the secondary of the vario-coupler, or sliding the
secondary out of the loose coupler,
you found that stations' , signals became weaker but on turning the secondary variable condenser,
the
strength of the signals became strong
or even stronger than before and yon
did not hear the interfering stations.
In other words, loose coupling brings
selectivity.
In some cases a slight
decrease in signal strength, but this
is compensated for by a lack of interference.
In single · circuit regenerative sets
ming either a vario-co11pler, spider

web or honeycomb coils or other
means of having a tickler coil; coupling between the tickler coil and the
primary coil controls :regeneration.
When the tickler coil is .close to the
primary coil it is known as close
coupling and the energy from the
tickler coil is easily transferred to the
primary. When the tickler coil is
drawn away from the primary, it reLo~o1Nr,

co,~WR<>ria/

lekl

!--------:
'
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I
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I

r---"
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quires the filament to be burned
brighter. You will also find that there
will be one spot in the radius of the
tickler coil where regeneration is best
for a certain filament temperature.
In neutroformers used in neutrodyne sets, the coupling between the
primary and secondary coils is very
loose, there being but a few turns on
the primary compared to the sel'.Ondary coil.

And Still They Come !
This is what a Randwick (N.S.W.) reader thinks of "RADIO." He writes:-

"ln taking this opportunity of writing I wish to compliment you on the very evident
zeal which goes to the making-up of your paper.
"If I have read each copy of "RADIO" once I have read it ten times; this includes
advertisements.
"Since I first purchased "RADIO" I have been in a fever of impatience .while waiting for
the next issue."
· ·
· ·.
·
: •
. : ·:

:..,, · SAVE YOUR TIME BY SENDING 10/- TO THE WIRELESS PRESS, 97 CLARENCE STREET,
SYDNEY, FOR 12 MONTHS' SUBSCRIPTION (26 ISSUES) TO .''RADIO''
AND MONEY!
YOU WitL SAVE 3/ AND THE RISK OF DISAPPOINTMENT.

Novemper ,12, 1924.
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NOW READY!
An enlarged and extensively revised edition of Mr. F. H. Haynes' popular book of
practical wireless circuits.
·

THE AMATEUR'S - BOOK
OF

WIRELESS ·cIRCUlTS.
PRICE

4/6

NET.

Postage 6d Extra.

Many thousands of the fir,s t edition of this work were sold, and this new and considerably enlarged edition makes it the most complete and easily understood circuit
book now on the market. '
Nothing is left to chance.. Every detail is carefully checked, every value inserted,
and full explanations accompany each circuit. The design of the circuits has been ·
considered with a view to meeting the difficulties usually encountered when constructing experimental apparatus, and all are of an essentially practical nature. The
text which accompanies them has been drawn up from a practical standpoint.

117 CIRCUITS
Copious notes on crystal receivers, single-valve sets, high frequency, low frequency,
and dual amplifiers, transmittting circuits. Several pages of most useful data have
been added, including the method of pile winding, tables giving tuning range of
commercial types of inductances, wave-lengths produced by various tuning condensers, types of r~ceiving valves and their characteristics, etc., etc.

Secure your copy at once

THE WIRELESS PRESS
BOOKSELLERS AND PUBLISHERS

97 CLARENCE ST., SYDNEY, N.S. W. -

Mention " Radio" when commnnicating with Advertisers.
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"I HAVE to thank Mr..Fagan, 2RJ, for
.
d hour's music last Sunday
: .. gor~tes 3MS, late 3LO. "I also had
~ : ctur"7ng the afternoon testing with 2JR
and Mr. Barlow. He gets across very
well. On last Sunday evening (21st), I
thought there were big things doing when
I heard 4AA calling 6CGW, also 4AG at
him. 3AD was in with CB and 3EN trying to click with 3AD, New Zealand. 2CM
did not say much, but I have a hunch that
his log would be very interesting. The
Victorian tests, so far as my station is
concerned, do not show any fading; tae
signals coming at maximum strength. My
experience is that the fading is mord
pronounced during the summer mont~s
and we should this summer, be in a position to verify it. Static has been troublesome for the past fortnight; local st0rms
having a lot to do with this."
IT is seldom that an Albury wireless
enthusiast has had the pleasure of getting in touch with W.A., but this unique
experience was accorded Mr. Arthur Pearsall, of Macauley Street, Albury, last evening, states a recent issue of The Border
Mor'Ylling Mail. Mr. Pearsall was listening
in on his home-made five valve set when
he picked up 6WF (Western Australian
!<'armers, Ltd., Perth). Using the loudspeaker, Mr. Pearsall was able to hear
several piano solos, recitations, and vocal
items.
FOLLOWING is the latest list of stations
heard on 'phone by Mr. L. Boggs, Mans·field Street, Inverell, N.S.W. :-N.S.W.:
2BL, 2FC, 2RJ, 2GR, 2BK, 2GF, 2HM,
2CF, 2YR, 2ME, 2BF.
Vic.: 3AR, 3XF.
S.A.: 6DN.
PICKING up KGO became such a habit
with Mr. H. Gotting, Braemar, N.S.W.,
that it began to develop into a bad habit,
with the result that he tried to break it
off. His efforts were quickly rewarded, for
on the night of October 13 he picked up
station KHJ, Los Angeles, California. He
heard music, which was weak at times,
and although static was bad-·'Station
KHJ, California, testing. Stand by." The
rest of the speech was drowned by static.
Music followed again after this and the
station was held for about 30 minutes in
all. A detector a nd two audio were used.
MR. J . H. L. Waterhouse, of Roviana,
British Solomon Islands, states in a
letter that Farmer's have been heard at
the local station RA. Chimes, a broadcastJd query as to the vicinity of an outoreak of fire by the Fire Brigade and information given in reply by Mr. Cannon,
of Boomerang Street, were heard. "We
are now crossing over to the Wentworth
Cafe," stated the speaker. The following
music could also be heard, despite a good
deal of traffic and atmospherics, and the
voice was very clear. This occurred on
the night of September 6.

QN

the evening of October 23 at 8.40
p.m., Mr. C. Davies, of 33 Gypsam
Street, Railway Town, Broken Hill, was
listening in and heard as part of a concert
a . man singing "Bells of St. Mary's" while
accompanying this was what sounded like
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a violin or flute, together with a banjo.
Mr. Davies would be glad to learn the
identity of the sender. Continuing his
letter, Mr. Davies says, "If he is an amateur I think he is to be commended on a
very good concert. The above song came
through perfectly."
WE have received an interesting letter
from Mr. I van P. McEachern, Peakhurst, at present attending the Sydney
High School. During the last Michaelmas
vacation he bought a single valve regenerative set and took it home with him to
Couraghia, near Tumbarumba,, H is knowledge of wireless was rather limited, he
says, but having had some previous experience with a regenerative set he soon
got it going. He slung up an aerial, one
end of which was connected to the chimney, the other to a gum tree about 100
feet away from the house, the average
height of the wires being about 25 feet.
INTERSTATE TESTS.
"LOUD SPEAKER" would arrange
a series of Int erstate tests.
N.S.W_ amateur transmitters-especially 2RJ-are heard regularly
in Tasmania and reports in "Radio"
show that -t he Tasmanian stations
?AA and ?AB are often picked up
in N.S.W . There are a number of
small difficulties to be overcome before communication between the two
States is entirely satisfactory, so such
tests undoubtedly would be beneficial to wireless generally. Readers of "Radio" who are interested in
this scheme are invited to communicate with "Loud Speaker"
through this journal.

The "earth" presented a problem, but this
was eventually overcome by digging a
trench half-way round the house and
burying a wire in it.• This done, he connected up the set, turned on the " juice,"
a nd soon the familiar voice of 2FC was
heard, although w ith not very great
volume. The n ext day, however, he fixed
up a more efli cient aerial and earth, connected the latter to the earth wire of the
telephone and that evening 2FC "came in
with a roar," and other members of the
family declared they could hear the music
with the 'phones on the table. Later on
2BL was heard but not quite as plainly
as 2FC. Several amateurs were then logged to be followed by 3AR and excellent
items were listened-to from the Melbourne
station. Mr. McEachern, having done so
well, then decided to try and do a little
better. He had been receiv ing a faint
whistle about 6WF's wave-length after
10. p.m., but had not attempted to receive
them, thin.king it out of the question, but
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on this evening, it befng calm and with·
very little static about, he attempted to do
so. After ten minutes tuning h-e heard
faint strains of music which soon became
quite plain. A few minutes later he heard
the words ''6WF, Perth," and still again
later "6WF" and then "Westralian Farmer's." At 11 p.m. this station was still
transmitting. A list. of calls heard by Mr.
MacEachern during his few days in the
vicinity included:-6WF, 5DN, 5HR, 3AR,
2BF, 2BK, 2BL, 2CI, 2CR, 2CS, 2FC, 2GR,
2HM, 2LF, 2LO, 2RA, 2RJ, Riv erina Wireless Supplies, 2YI, 2ZF and 2ZN. All these
were receiv ed on telephony, but as this
experimenter has not yet learnt the Morse
code he thinks that doubtless several more
calls would have been added to t he list.
Of the amateurs 2CR, 2GR, 2HM, 2RA,
2RJ, and 2ZN came in on very good
strength, particularly 2RA and 2RJ. These
two were quite as loud as 2BL. The valve
used was a Phillips D.l with 27 v olts on
the plate. When he logged 6WF he was
using a 150 turn basket coil a s a tuner;
and a 100 turn for the reaction coil. The
a ir-line distance from Perth to Tumbarumba is about 1,00 miles.
HEREWITH we haye pleasure in appending the many calls heard by Mr.
Thos. R . Anthony, of Auburn, during the
last two months.
These results were
secured .w ith a low loss tuner and a single
detector valve with n o amplifier of any
description. KGO has been heard about
30 t imes, using one valve and on quite
readable strength. During the course of
his letter, Mr. Anthony says he would like
to thank any experimenters who hav e
been good enough to answer his Q.S.L.'s
with their signals. Particularly would he
like to thank 3CB (Mr. F- W. Sievers)
who conduct ed a low-power test with him.
His C.W. signals were Q.S.A., although
only using 30 volts on the plate of his
oscillator. Mr. Anthony was also grateful
to z4AD (Mr. A. E. Jordan), for the very
valuable details of a low loss receiver
which he sent him. Using the low loss
tuner and one valve on the ev ening of
October 19, 3BD and 3BQ were logged
quite clearly on C.W. and 'phone, using
absolutely no aerial or earth connection.
Another startling feature of this reception
is the fact that the aerial was earthed at
the time. This constitutes reception over
500 miles, and as Mr. Anthony says, "Is
not too bad." With aerial and "earth" on,
the above stations were readable 10ft. from ·
the 'phones. We hope to have ine p leasure
of shortly publishing some photographs
of Mr. Anthony's station. Calls heard arc
as follow: - N.S.W. : 2CR, 2HM, 2GQ, 2YA,
2SO, 2CS, 2RJ (fon e and C.W.), 2SS (C.W.
only). Vic.: 3EM, 3BM, 3CB, 3BD, 3XF,
3EN, 3QW, 3XN, 3UX, 3UY, 3JU, 3'1.'M,
3XO, 3BC, 3BQ, 3LM, 30T, 3WL, 3JM,
3DM, 3EF, 3LS, 3JH, 3GQ, 3ER, 3DD,
3GB, 3BL, 3SQ, 3SX, 3ZL, 3EW, 3FA,
3EF. Qld.: 4EG, 4CM, 4CK. Unknown
stations: 3XX, 2XF, 2HJ, 2ZM. S.A.: 5DN,
5BG, 5DO, 5BF, 5WJ, SAl, SEK, JDA,
5BQ, 5DH (all on fone), 5CM, 5LO (C.W.
only). N_Z.: lAC, lAA, lAO, lYD, lYA,
2AC, 2AA, 2BH, 2BA, 2AQ, 2AP, 4AA,
3AA; 3AL, 3CA , 3AD, 3AF, 4AD, 4AG, 4AR,
4AK, 4YA, 3AB (mainly all fone and C.W.).
Tas.: 7BK, 7BH.
U.S.A. : 6CGW, 6BCP.
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''It's easier to be famous than
to live up to it.''

HOW

many of the articles which are

thrust upon the public stand the .test
and survive for long? Not very many. You
cannot afford nowadays to accept everything
at its face value-delve deeper and see what
lies behind.

With Ormond Products you

will find a quarter of a century's reputation
for dependability-surely good enough to
account for the populari_ty of

Ormond' s No. 2 Condenser
We specialise m turning Brass and Steel
Screws and machined parts of all descriptions

and accessories.

Ask your Dealer for Ormond' s
No. 2 Condenser

ORMOND

Engineering Co.

199 PENTONVILLE ROAD, KING'S CROSS
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Highlights of Radio Broadca:sting .·
Qyietening the Receiver Neighbourhood
By Dr. ALFRED N. GOLDSMITH, B.S., Phd., Fellow I.R.E.,
Chief Broadcast Engineer, Radio Corporation of America
(Special to "Radio.")

: ~ HEN the last notes of a delightful broadcast song
die out, silence should follow. The charm of the
selection and· the satisfac. tion of the listeners will both be re. duced if, in the ensuing pause, there
are heard undesired signals of any
sort. Some of the causes of such unwelcome interruptions are man-made,
. and even find their source in near-by
·· receivers. It may seem odd, at first,
· that other local receivers should be
rightly blamed for some radio interference, yet such is the case. There
are conditions when certain types of

If, when the tickler handle is so adjusted that this squealing or twittering note is produced from some
station, the notes heard go up and
down the scale in a curious way. First
a high note is heard and, as
the tuning handle is slowly rotated,
this drops gradually to a low
tone and then fades into silence. Continuing to turn the tuning handle
then brings in a low note which then
rises continually in pitch as the tuning handle is rotated until it is too
high and shrill to be heard.
When
this effect is produced, the receiver
is said to be in an '' oscillating con-

The Radiola Regenoflex, using the new , egenoflex circuit.

. radio receiver are also feeble transmitters, and may cause such interference. A. study of this effect and of
· its complete and successful remedy is
therefore of real interest to every
broadcast listener.
The type of receiver to which refer' ence is made is known as the regenerative receiver and is very widely
used. Its distinguishing characteristic is the presence of a · '' tickler' ' or
"intensity" control handle, or the
equivalent, whereby the signals become louder and louder as the tickler
coupling or setting is increased until,
finally, there is distortion of quality
and then a howling or squealing note.

dition," and is, in fact, a feeble transmitter. All regenerative receivers
have this same characteristic, whether
they are of the so-called single-circuit
or of the two-circuit type. The difference between these types, so far as
interference production in everyday
use by the average listener is concerned, is not worth consideration. Either
one may be worse than the other type,
depending upon the detail design of
certain parts of each. T.h e only type
of regenerative receiver which, under
no circumstances, causes interference
with neighbouring receivers is one
which is guaranteed to be '' non. radiating" by a reliable manufac-

turer. The internal adjustments of
&uch receivers, as obtained from the
factory, should not be disturbed by
the listener.
It might therefore be asked: Why
do we use regenerative receivers'/
'I'here are three excellent reasons :-1. Regeneration ( or control of loudness by means of a ' 'tickler'' coil) :s
a very simple and extremely effective
method of getting enormous amplifications inexpensively. It is also a
ready method of controlling the loudness of the signal. The valve economy
thus realised is also advantageous.
2. A. regenerative receiver used on
an antenna of appropriate size, and
with the tickler coupling well up the
scale, is very selective and reduces interference from other stations.
3. The pick-up of unknown stations
is much simplified in regenerative receivers because all one has to do is
to turn the tickler of intensity handle
up its scale past the point where one
hears the faint click (which indicates
that the set is in oscillating condition), and then rotate the tuning
handle or handles. Every broadcasting station will then become audible,
even if no speech or music is being
transmitted, as a twittering note or
"birdie," as it is popularly called.
This is a great convenience. In fact,
it is so ·tempting a convenience that it
gives rise to most of the trouble in
connection with regenerative receiv~
ers. For it is just in this oscillating
condition that the receiver acts as a
transmitter and interferes with the
neighbour except for guaranteed
"non-radiating" receivers. Otherwise stated, every time one hears the
."birdie " which tells him-he has pick7
ed up a station, the chances are that
he is causing the same " birdie" irt
all his neighbours' sets, and thus in~
terfering with their enjoyment. This
-undesired interference is particularly
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Result of
16 Years'
Experien ..~e

Briefly, our success in perfecting the r eception of wireless t elephony m a y be
attributed to matching accurately the tones of the two earpieces and ensuring the
absolute ha rmony of one . with the othei,. 'rhis means a dded volume and a cla rity
of reception unattainable in any other way.
Brandes "Matche<il. Tone" headphones have no peer for long range rec\)ption, and
are eminently suitable for t he enthusiast who desires contact with distant stations.
They bring in the weakest signals with consistency.
Sole Austl"alasian Distributors:

PRICE

35,-

Collins Street,
MELBOURNE.
Manufactul"ed in England by Brandes, Limited.

c:Matched Tone
TRADE

TB.AD•
ENQ'IJIB.IES
INVITED.

MARK

Radio Headphones
Mention "ltadlo" when eom~nntcatlnr with .ldTertl•~rA.
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signati~es fade out. Every time the
8 ?;,!1s fade, every one with a radiat°;~1g regenerative receiver tends to
bring the tickler coupler up a little
further and thus accidentally gets his
set into the objectionable oscillating
condition. The resulting noise in the
sets from the interference of all sets
in the neighbourhood sounds like a
bird shop at feeding time and spoils
the broadcast concert.
To those who will continue to use
radiating forms of rege:µerative re-

give local signals satisfactorily. Run
your antenna as far away from all
others as possible; and, where it
crosses other antennae, let it do so at
right angles.
3. Get out of the habit of "fishing"
for unknown signals all the evening
with the set in the oscillating condition.
This may amuse you to some extent,
but it spoils the enjoyment of everyone else arid is not fair. If possible,
pick up all signals with the tickler
below the critical point at which the
faint click or a squeal shows you that
the set is oscillating. (When using a

The Radiola X- the Golden Rule Receiver.

ceivers, the following suggestions are
to be commended:
l. Do not try to squeeze the last
ounce of signal out of your set by
bringing the tickler up to so critical
and unstable an adjustment that it
is liable at any moment to '' spill
over" into the oscillating condition,
thus causing the squeals which interfere with others. Be content with a
reasonable signal with the tickler below the critical point.
2. Do not use regenerative receivers
on very large antennae; and in congested city neighbourhoods use the
mnalll.3~t poEiEii!?l~ ;p1tep.11~1 which will

non-radiating regenerative receiver,
this rule may be disregarded safely.)
For years, radio engineers have
been working at the problem of producing a harmless regenerative receiver; that is, a receiver which would
have all the great advantages of a
usual regenerative receiver, and yet
could not interfere with the neighbours and was, if possible, even more
selective than the best of the previous
one~or two-circuit regenerative receivers. In other words, they wanted
to retain the tremendous amplification which the tickler or intensity control can givB-i they wanted 1-0 get
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very high selectivity enabling the
complete separation of signals from
local stations and the possibility of
reading some distant stations through
local broadcasting; they demanded the desirable ease in picking up
unknown stations by means of the
"birdie" or twittering note; and they
insisted that the neighbouring receivers should not be interfered with, no
matter what the user of such a set
did with his controls. All these .very
difficult requirements have been
fully complied with at last in
the new receiver, Radiola X,
which is shown in the accompanying
photographs, and which employs a
circuit which has been appropriately
termed ' ' regenoflex. ' '
The way in which the problem of
avoiding interference has been solved
in the regenoflex circuit is by the use
of a '' barrier radiotron ' ' between the
antenna circuit and the circuit which
contains the tickler adjustment and
which might, therefore, cause feeble
transmission from the set. This barrier tube acts as a practically perfect
trap. It permits the incoming signals to pass from the antenna through
it to the tickler-containing ( or secon<lary) circuit, but it will not permit
anything to pass through it in the
reverse direction from the ticklercontaining circuit back to the antenna. Thus, no matter what is done
in this latter secondary circuit, the
antenna circuit remains unaffected,
there is no radiation from the receiver, and the enjoyment of the
neighbours is not troubled. This is
accordingly a '' Golden Rule receiver " in every sense. By careful
design of the regenoflex circuit and
full utilization of each of the radiotrons, this receiver becomes more sensitive, much more selective, and just
as convenient as the usual regenerative receiver, but without any possibility of causing local interference.
Signals can be picked up by the twittering note with the secondary circuit in the oscillating condition, 1:>ut
without the danger of troubling anyone, so that for the first time all the
convenience and powerful amplification of the usual regenerative receiver
can be fully used by the listener without the risk of bothering people.
Broadcasting depends, for its full
usefulness, on freedom from interferenc"l r,i:ni.s~q by other receivers.
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We are Sole Agents for

"ASHCOY"
Brand Best British Polished

Ebonite Panels
FOR RADIO WORK.
Each packed In a •ealed •nv•lop•. StockM
In all the standard sizes for crystal and
valve •et..
Edges rronnd true to size.

ASK YOUR RADIO DEALER
Full Stocks of British Ebon!te Sheets, Rods
and Tubes.
WHOLESALE ONLY.

A. S. HARRISON & COMPANY,
'Phone:
B 4574.

5-7 Be.rrack Street,
SYDNEY,

P.O. Jlox
2691,

Learn the Morse Code. Tap the
World's Wireless Messages. Be an
experimenter and reach out beyond
tbe broadcasting stage. Buy a

TAPOGRAPH
Morse

Instructor

and learn the code. thoroughly In your spare
time at home in a few weeks.
'l'his wonderful instrument, simple in operation, is designed especially for wireless
amateurs.
By passing· machine-perfornted
tapes, containing hunt1reds of different signals, through the Tupograph you can learn
the code in a few weeks. Price, eomplete
with valuable charts and instructions, bi~htoned buzzer and beginner' s tape, contnin·
ing hundreds of signals, is 30/- (postnge Gd.
extra) . Sounder supplied in lieu of buzzer
at small extra cost. Write for full particulars.
Let me quote you for any item of radio
material you require. I supply any item or
any set at lowest possible prices, direct
from manufacturer to buyer. Write at once
for Price List.

G.E.BRAY
Manufacturer's Agent, SOMERSET HOUSE,
Martin Ple.ce, SYDNEY.

10/IS

the Yearly Subscription
to "RADIO."

AMATEUR BROADCASTER.
IF QSL cards are an indication of ·
quality, then Mr. T. Watkins'
transmissions from his experimental
station, 7AA, at West Hobart must
be of a very high order of merit indeed. 7 AA has received cards from
all over Australia and N.Z., and the
esteem with which he is held amongst
Tasmanian listeners-in is remarkable.
It is Mr. Watkins' intention to
shortly take out a B class broadcasting licence so that he can more fully
get into his stride. Meanwhile banjo
solos, lectures, and gramophone records are transmitted and listeners-in
·declare the modulation and articulation to be perfect.
RADIO POPULAR IN AUCKLAND.
MANY of the local amateurs are reporting excellent reception of KGO
and 2FC, and so great has been 'v hc
demand for coils suitable for Fa:·- .
mer's wave-length that at present it
is impossible to purchase 150 or 20'.l
turn coils from any of the local wire.
less dealers. Things generally in th
wireless trade are fairly brisk and the
post office is kept busy receiving applications for receiving and trans
mitting licenses.
HINTS.
AERIALS on the samfl roof will
make it difficult to tunfl in stations
IF you use three stages of audio and
are troubled with squeals, try a
fixed condenser or leak across the last
transformer.
EVERY connection of your aerial, if
soldered, will help to increase your
receiving range.

Highlights of Radio
Broadcasting
(Continued from preceding page.)

Send yours Now!

QUERIES ANSWERED.
COUPON.
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If you use a crystal
detector and want to
hear signals and speech
louder and clearer than
you ever have before
you should buy
Sacrystal.

Sacrystal
1s n o t an ordinary
detector mineral ; i t
needs care and intelligent handling, but the
r e s u l t s from such
attention will repay
you a hundredfold.

Sacrystal
gives the very best results with any metallic
springy contact when
the point is flat or
b l u n t, a n d, o n c e
secured, adjustment 1s
permanent.

Buy a piece to-night at your
Wireless Dealers, but be sure
the

container

is

stamped

SACRYSTAL.

This is particularly important where
receiving stations are crowded closely
together. It also requires very sensitive, highly selective, and conveniently operated receivers which will
give high quality of reproduction.
Consequently a receiver -such as the
Radiola X, using the regenoflex circuit, is a real l'ltep forward, and is
truly a valuable contribution to the
orderly organization
and
rapid
growth of broadcast reception.

I
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Checking Wave-lengths by Earth's Rotation
HERE are now several
hundred radio broadcasting stations in the Unit~d
States. W ith the range of
each station constantly increasing through the improvements in
receiving sets, what is to prevent the
programmes from getting hopelessly
mixed up? 'l'he Department of Commerce has assigned defi nite wavelengths to the various , stations-but
then there remains the pr oblem of setting up a practical standard of wave-

per seconcl 'l'his cunent is called the
"carrier," and on it is impressed the
''voice'' current. The voice current
is really made up of a great many
currents having frequencies ranging
from 100 cycles to 5,000 cycles, and
wlien it is impressed or modulated on
the carrier, the result is a group of
currents covering the range from
745,000 to 755,000 cycles.
The Department of Commerce bas
assigned to the Class B stations carrier frequencies 10,000 cycles apart ·

Here is W . L. Baird , of Hastings , Englan d, with hi s spec ially- made radio
apparatu s, whic h he c laims c a n "see ." He has demonst rated t hat o ne c a n se e
distant vi ews wi t h h is new invent ion.
[It should be understood that "Radio" does not endorse nor does it desire to detract in any
wny from the authenticity of this report. 'The rhotograph is published merely as an item
of interest. J

length and holding the transmitter to
it.
Now "wave length" was a convenient unit in the old spark telegraph days but in these modern times
of close and careful design '' frequency" has been found better. The
two are connected by .a si:r;nple rule:
speed of light + wave-length =
frequency. Wave-length is given in
metres; the speed of light is approximately 300,000,000 metres per second,
and so for a 400 metre broadcasting
station the frequency of the alternating current generated by the oscillator tubes is practically 750,000 cycles

As each station uses substantially this
full range, there must be some accurate and reliable standard with
which to check the frequency of the
transmitting circuit. Otherwise, the
programme of two stations might
overlap, or the carriers of the two sta
tions would 'heterodyne'' in receiving
sets and cause a constant and annoying whistle.
In their search for such a standard,
engineers of the Bell System determined to go back to the most nearly
constant thing we know, the rotation
of the earth upon its axis. But this
has a frequency of one cycle per 24

hours; how coukl it be used to check
up electric currents having frequencies around 1,000,000 cycles per
second?
To solve the problem, the engineers
decided to start at the middle and
work out. If they could produce an
alternating current of, say, 100 cycles
per second, they could make it drive
a clock and by comparing the clock's
performance with the Arlington tim,,
signals they could determine acc•.u·ately this frequency. Then by elfl,~trical means they could compare it
with successively higher frequenries
up to the desired amount.
The apparatus devised by the engineers to produce electric currents
of known and constant frequency depends for its action upon the old
familiar tuning fork. An alternating
current of any desired freqnency can
be prodnced from a direct cnrrent hy
means of any device which wi1l vary
the direct current reg11larly. Beeansc
of the regularity of its action, a tun ·
ing fork was selected for the contr')1ling device.
The tuning fork used has a frequency of 100 cycles a seeoncl, and
is kept in motion eleetrically. A high
impedance telephone receiver is
clamped close to each prong of the
fork, but without touching it, so that
the motion of the prong will afl'u:t
the magnetism through the r<:r.eivcr
coils. Thus the fork can si(,g into
the electrical system. A pair of et,,,,_
tromagnets are fastened near the
top of the fork (again without touching it) in such a way that each prong
in its vibration will pass through the
"lines of force" between the poles of
one of the electromagnets.
Start the fork vibrating by tapping
one of the prongs. The vibration of
the prongs will set up an alternating
current in the receivers, whose fre.
quency is exactly equal to the fre.
quency of the vibrations of the fork.
This current, amplified by a two-stage
vacuum tube amplifier, is then passed
through the windings of the driving
electromagnets.
The current is so
timed by the amplifier circuit that
each time the prongs of the fork pass
between the poles of the electromagnets they are given a slight magnetic
"pull" and so kept in motion. It is
apparent then that we have a tuning
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DAVID JONES'

HAVE A
500 Pairs
"Rico"
Headphones
at

1sr6

Wesrern Electr,c
Head.Receivers with the new

PRICING EXTRAORDINARY
Da.vid Jones' have received
' 'Rico"
Headphones
of 200\!
ohms to sell at 18/6 . They al'e
super - sensitive, t est"d and
guaranteed for volum e, tone and
reliability!
More comfortable to wear - the
head- bands are cushioned.

18/6

Price
"D.J." Special 'Phones. ,

21 / -

,!
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In the mind of the man who judges a thing by its
sources "Western Electric" Head Receivers have a
Tht> sponsor is the name "Western
sponsor.
Electric," a namt> inseparably associated with telephones the world over. ·---·
Any Radio dealer wi!l supply you with "W.E." Head
Receivers.
Always insist on "Western· Electric."

SERVICE,

252 YORK STREET, SYDNEY.

STERLING PLATING & MFG. CO
(Late l!!t•kM & Boni)

225 CLARENCE ST., SYDNEY.
ELECTll.O, SILVEB., NICXEL
PLATERS,

.um

World-wide in popularity,."Western Electric" Head
Receivers have a considerably increased value by the
addition of a new "comfy" pad-light in weight
and made of soft leather and flannel. The wearer
is thus assured of the utmost romfort and ease.

TRY A PAIR FOR COMFORT'S SAKE
qjritish-made throughout

DAVID JONES'
FOR

"COMFY'' .PAD

BB..HI

All kinds of La.oquerlng, Gil4inc, Bnuinc
and Oxidillnc Dent,
' Phone : City 6088.

-

Wireless Receiving Sets Made to Order
I am prepared to make sets of any
design, either complete or parts only.

·+·

VICTOR MARKS' Radio House
BEAMISH STREET, CAMPSIE.
Jlem.tlon "Radio" when communlca tins with Adnrtlaers.
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fork kept in rnotion as long as desired. by the rnagnetic affect of an ~lternatin current whose frequency 1s deterwi~ed by the rate of the _fork's own
vibration. Since none of the apparatus touches the fork, changes in its
rate will only be caused by changes
in temperature or variations in the
characteristics of the electric circuit.
It is comparatively easy to keep such
changes so small that their effect upon
the fork will be negligible.
To compare the frequency of the
fork with that of the earth's rotation,

"RADIO"
Iington by radio. Records over a typical month show that the clock gained
at a uniform rate of ¼second per day
for the first half of the month. It
was then readjusted, and lost at the
sam@ rate until the end of the month,
when it was again in exact synchronism with the U.S. Naval Observatory
clock. A gain or loss of a quarter of
a second ·a day means that the clock
is accurate to four parts in a million
-an accuracy exceeded only by the
finest chronometers and astronomical
clocks. Remember that these instru-

This was how added realism was given to the telling of the story of the taking
of the Bastille during the French Revolution in an address transmitted from a
a Brit ish broadcasting station.

it is necessary to count the number
of cycles of the fork per day.
A
•valve amplifier is controlled by
the driving circuit of the fork, and
the output of-this amplifier operates
:a synchronous motor designed to
rotate once to every fiv~ vibrations of
:the fork. The motor in turn, through
;a reduction gear and commutator,
;closes a circuit _once a second, thus
driving an electric clock. If the fork
:makes exactly 100 vibrations every
second, this clock will keep correct
time. To check its accuracy, the forkdriven clock was compared directly
, with time signals received from Ar-

ments have been developed during
several centuries, and you will feel an
added respect for the technique of
scientific research.
The frequencies used in radio are
very high-and for purpases of comparison it is necessary to provide
means to obtain currents of correspondingly high frequency from the
standard source. This is done by a
system of circuits controlled by the
amplifier coupled to the fork. In general, the system consists of a combination of "harmonic generators," fixed
and variable tuned circuits, and amplifiers. The design of the "harmonic

November 12, 1924.
generator" is based on the principle
that if the energy of any periodic
wave is liberated during a small fraction of its cycle the wave will contain
a large number of ''harmonics ' ' or
currents with frequencies 2, 3, 4 or
more times the frequency of the original, so when a current is brought
from the tuning fork amplifier to such
a harmonic generator, the simple
wave form of 100 cycles produces a
large number of harmonics. By properly tuning the receiving circuit, tl1e
1000 cycle harmonic is selected, amplified, and again built up into har monics. This process may be repeated a number of times, until the desired frequency is reached. To transmit a standard frequency by wire or
radio, this current is compared with
that generated by a power oscillatcr,
and the latter adjusted until the frequencies are the same.
This system, based upon the mechanical vibration of a tuning fork,
is much more dependable than any
which might be based upon the electrical constants of a circuit, such a:,
capacity, inductance and resistance a:;
the latter, in their present form at
least, are considerably more affected
by temperature changes, aging, etc.
Such frequency standards have a
very interesting and important property-that of absolute portability,
by means of wire or radio. Currents
obtained from harmonics of the tuning fork at the laboratories of the
Western Electric Company have been
transmitted
to
various
points
throughout North America, for checking the calibration of such secondary
standards as were being used in· the
adjustment of communication apparatus. During the installation of the
Havana-Key West cable the calibrations of oscillators in Cuba were frequently checked directly against the
frequency of the fork in New York.

MELBOURNE ON HIGH POWER.
NOW that the Braybrook system is
up on power, Tasmanian radio men
are getting something of a treat in
the way of broadcast programmes.
Previously they have had to content
ourselves with F11rmer's and Sydney
Broadcasters, too far removed from
Tasmania to be of any purpose other
than with expensive apparatus. The
wireless trade in Tasmania is enjoying a big boom.
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STROMBERG-CARLSON
SUPER

No. 2a Radio Headset

SENSITIVE

Tho Headset of Quality - Layer Wound Coils and Powerful Magnet, make it
Highly Efficient.
·
SALES HAVE INCREASED ENORMOUSLY and wo are pleased to announce
New List Price,
_
40/ - _
STROMBERG CARLSON LOUD SPEAKERS, TRANSFORMERS, Jacka, Plugs,
etc., equally efficient. ALL GUARANTEED. Ask your Dealer or write ua direct.
AUSTlt.&.LIAX . B.El'B.ESEXTATIVES :

L. P.R. BEAN & Co.Ltd., 229 Castlereagh St., Sydney
Melbourne: HENRY G. SMALL & CO., .3 60 Post-omce Place,
Adelaida: C:.ARLES ATKINS & CO., Currie Street.
Perth : T . MUIR & CO., 911 William Street:
Brisbane: S. H. SMITH, 299 Adelaide Street.
Hobart: J. A. COOPER, 90 Harrln~ton Street. "

RADIO DEALERS! THIS MAGAZINE IS THE ONLY ONE OF ITS KIND IN THE COMMONWEALTH AND NEW ZEALAND. EACH ISSUE IS EAGERLY AWAITED AND READ BY
"LISTENERS-IN," BROADCASTING COlYlPANIES, AMATEURS, EXPERTS, AND ALL CONNECTED WITH WIRELESS ACTIVITIES. THEY ARE ALL PROSPECTIVE PURCHASERS. GET
IN TOUCH WITH THEM BY ADVERTISING IN "RADIO."
WRITE FOR RATES AND ALL PARTICULARS TO THE MANAGER, THE WIRELESS PRESS,
97 CLARENCE STREET, SYDNEY.

ASSETS EXCEED £20,000,000.
LOWEST RATES.

FIRE

ACCIDENT

MARINE

Head Office for Australasia:

62 PITT STREET, SYDNEY.

Melbourne Branch:
415-7 COLLINS STRUT.

W. B. CLARKE, Local Manager for N .S .W .

R. M. EVANS, Local Manager for Victoria.

· C. DANVERS, Manager for Am1tralasi1;1..

T. M. DOUGLAS, Assistant Manager !or Australasia.

" The Theatre, Society

Home"

LIKE WIRELESS IT TOUCHES ALL PARTS OF THE WORLD
After Reading Please Pass on to a Friend. Larger Circulation Means More Advertise- .
ments
More Advertisements Mean Extra News, Pars, and Home Chatter.

PUBLISHED MONTHLY.
SOLD BY ALL BOOKST~.
HEAD OFFICE: 16 BOND STREET, SYDNEY.
100 Kin~ ~t~, MELBOURNE; 75 Eluabeth St.,°:BRiSB.A.NE; 32 W ~ymputb St.; 4,I)ELAIDE, - : '·.
Mention "Radio" when communlcatln~ with Advertieeas.
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Honey. . Comb Coils: How to Make and Use Them
. (By M. McO.)

THE honeycomb coil is, perhap'3, 011e · paper round the cylinder and mark
of the neatest and most efficient off the .point where the paper exactly
tuners for general use, as it has very encircles it. The paper should then
low ebb capacity and no "dead-end" be straightened out and divided off
effect. ·
into 17 equal divisions wh.ich can then
Honevcomb coils can be used in a be reproduced on the wood by again
variety· of ways, one o,£ the most carefully wrapping the paper around.
popular being as primary, secondary
If a wood block is . used, nails can
and tickler in the three-coil holder. be driven firmly in at each division,
One honeycomb coil in the aerial cir- and removed with the pliers.
The
former is then ready for use, and a
--r.- ---2.~· -- -~
light tap should secure each nail in
its place.
'i. I.
Hol;ze.
When winding, No. 26 D.S.C. wire
·"'"·
is very suitable for 25-100 turn coils,
but finer wire is advisable for larger
coils, in order to avoid undue bulkiness. Before starting to wind on the
wire, a strip of thin, flexible cardboard ¼in. wide should be wrapped

......
.

...

F,g(l)

serve to keep the turns together while
the nails are pulled straight out, when
the wire should be bound round the
centre with fine thread and gently
slipped from the former. The coil
should 1hen be painted with good
shellac which, incidentally, turns the
silk covering on the wire to a rather
pleasing golden hue.
Some amateurs sew their coils as
in Fig. 4, making a loop where tte
turns cross and then carry it on to
the next crossing. This prevents any
turns from loosening .
Roughly, the number of .turns for
the various wave-lengths, using a
.0005 condenser in series are as follows:50-100 metres
25 turns
100-200

cuit aud one in the plate circuit in a
a two-coil holder, with the third for
reaction, is ideal for a tuned anode
set.
A few words, then, on the construction of honeycomb coils, which, after
all, is very simple, may not, perhaps,
be out of place here.
The coils are wound round a cylinder of wood, or other material having

,,

-30

,,

...I

j.i'
I

.

1/"

'I'

.

~--/?,,--~

q

a number of pegs fixed round the
periphery as in Fig. 1. The number
of pegs used is not important, but for
ease in winding and saving of time
pushing in and withdrawing the pegs
17 is a convenient number.
'rhere are two sets of these pegs
(making ,3 4 in all) spaced one inch
apart. To mark out the positions for
the pegs, wrap · a narrow strip of

round between the nails so as to facilitate the removal of the coil when
finished.
To commence winding, secure the
encl of the wire to any nail which we
will call No. 1. Then cross over to
the other side and pass the wire round
the fifth peg, then back again to the
first side, and round the ninth peg,
and so on to the thirteenth and seventeenth pegs, when the winding will
quickly proceed, keeping each wire
parallel to the last.
When the ,;tarting place is again
reached, one layer is complete and as
each layer counts as eight turns, a 50turn coil would consist of about six
layers.
When the winding is completed,
cut the wire and twist it round the
last peg. A very little shellac will

F,~@

200-300 metres
45 turns
55
,,
300-400
70
400-500
,,"
"
500-600
100
"
"
200
,,
1100
"
1700
300

"

"

·8,ric!
H.:.. rc

F1$,@
'l'hese figures give the mm1mtm1
range of wave-lengths so as to allow
for various aerial lengths, etc., and a
large number of coiis will, of course,
give better tuning.
( Continued on '[)age 498.)
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Concentrated
Inductance
A.W.A.

Honeycomb Coils arc
wound with a precision which,
combined as it is with high conductivity ~nd effective insulation
between turns, gives the utmost
efficiency. Their self capacity is at
a minimum, and in addition, they
offer very low radio-frequency
resistance.
In equipping your receiver with
A.W.A. Honeycomb Coils, which
may be used as tuning, loading or
wave-meter inductances, you secure
maximum all-round efficiency
Each Coil is attractively boxed, a
wave-length table being printed on
every carton.

Procurable from all Radio Dealers

Amalgamated.Cu Wireless
U uGlra aaia).fig._
97 Clarence Street, Sydney
"Collins House," Collins St., Melbourne

PRODUCTS

Mention ''Radio" when comJJ1unicating with Advertisers.
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Shielding
SOME receiving 8et:,; :,;4.ueal and howl
when the hands are brought near
them to make the various acljustmcntR, and after the adjustments
J1ave been made and the Rtations
brought in so as to be understood, the
signals disappear when the hands are
taken away from the set.
This is
known as hand capacity, and is due
to the capacity of the hands affecting
your set.

would be affeell'd I,.1 your hands, :mch
as the vario-coupler and variable condenser. Copper gauze can also be
used, but whichever form of shielding
is used, it should be grounded.
No matter what form of shielding
is used, none of the parts of the set
such as taps, shafts of variable condenser or variometer, rheostats, etc.,

r--- ----------.-- - -----......,

In a well designed and properly
constructed set this does not happen.
If you will look inside a set that is ··
bothered with body capacity, you
will invariably find that tuning parts
of the set, such as vario-coupler, variable condenser or variometers are
mounted close to the front panel. 'l'he
remedy is to move them farther back,
or place a metal shield on the panel
and ground it.
On some sets the valve can be made
to squeal by pur;hing the hand near
the panel and pulling it away again.
In most cases this is due to having
the grid or plate lead,; close to the
panel. They Rhould never be run to
1he front, but always to the rear. 'l'he
grid leak and condenser r-;honld not
he on the panel for the same reason.
'l'he most simple form of shielding
to use on your set i,; sheet copper,
ln·aRR, etc. It is only necessary to put
it between the front of the panel and
any of the parts of the tuner that

Honeycomb Coils
( Continued from page 488.)
In a tuned anode set a similar coil
to the aerial one, with a .00025 condenser in parallel and a rather
smaller one for the reaction should be
used.
I£ the ready-made mounts are used
all that has to be done is to secure the
coil by means of cardboard or fibre
stripping, fixing the ends of· the wire
to the terminals and its coil is ready
for use. For the economical amateur,
the mounts could be made as in Fig.
3 from lin. thick ebonite.

with, your set will work better. A
properly designed regenerative set
does not require shielding of any kind
if attention is paid to the layout of
parts and proper connections made t,)
the variable condensers.
Very few real amateurs resort tu
radio frequency amplification to wor'.i:
from one end of the continent to H1.~

I
I
I
I

l
f

L!EJ-?----:---:::;~--

1
I
I

I

J
I
L ___________________ ..J

+.
The dotted lines in the diagram show how a single circuit regenerative set
should be shielded.

should come in contact with the
shield. 'l'o do so, wi 11 grournl these
parts and if more than one of them
touch the shield, would form a short
circuit.
It is a mistaken idea that the more
shielding the better. Too much shielding will develop losses in your set and
where shielding can be dispensed

other. 'l'his type of set is well constructed, having low loss inductances
and condensers.
In some sets, they
even do away with sockets and ,;older
connections to the prongs of the
valves.
The dotted lines in the diagram
,;how the parts of a single cire1ii"t regenerative set that should be ,:;hielrled.

WIRELESS AND THE GRANVILLE BROTHERHOOD
A 'l' the request of the pres. and sec ,
Mr. E. T. Fisk, Managing Director
.of Amalgamated _Wirl;lless Ltd., lectured on . a recent Sunday afternoon to the Granville Brotherhood on
the subject of Wireless Communication. 'l'he lecturer described the fundamental principles of wireless and
referred them to well-known physical
analogies. This was followed by a
description of the many and varied
application of wireless. The lecture
was well attended and was considered to be one of the most interesting
addresses that have been made to the
Granville Brotherhood.

ADDRESS WANTED.
IF '' J.M.W., '' author of an article
entitled, '' How to Increase Range
and Selectivity,'' which appeared in
Radio, No. 42, will write to this office
giving his address, payment will be
made for the accepted MSS.
W.O.N. OPENS UP.
NORTHERN representatives of the
Burgin Electric Company, Sydney,
the Wireless Company of Newcastle,
recently opened a specialty radio
store at 59 Hunter Street, Newcastle,
where many fine examples of the now
famous Burginphone rece1vmg set
may be inspected and where also
copies of this magazine may be
secured.
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Radio Batteries Are the Best

Radio Batteries have proven to be the best batteries for radio receiving
COLUMBIA
sets that money can buy. They are made in different styles suitable for eyery
raclio equipment and wi11 give more satisfaction than any other make.

Columbia Dry Cell "A"
COLUMBIA Dry Cell "A" Batteries for vac\lum tubes of low
amperage are made especially for
this work.
They will withstand
the slow steady drain required and
give satisfactory results for a
much longer period of time than
.anv other similar type of battery.

Columbia Storage "A"
For vacuum tubes of one-half
ampere or over, the COLUMBIA
" A" Stora~e Battery is ideal. It
is shipped dry and charged and
filled when sold, thus assuring a
fresh, powerful battery. It is tightly sealed and contained in an attractive mahogany finished box
with handles.

Columbia "B"
COLUMBIA "B" Batteries are
made in 22½ and 45-volt sizes.
They are equipped with Fahnestock Spring Clip Connectors to
insure easy. secure connections.
They are thoroughly insulated
and waterproofed. They are portable, powerful and long lasting.

Columbia "Three"
COLUMBIA "Three" Batteries
are designed so that under certain
conditions they can be used as an
" A,'' "B" or " C" Battery. They
are made of extra large sized cells,
and are used as an •1 A" Battery
for light, portable sets using UV199 tubes; as a "B" Battery for
obtaining additional plate voltage;
as a " C" Battery for grid biasing.

· COLUMBIA Radio Batteries for Every Radio Requirement
NATIONAL CARBON COMPANY, Inc.
30 EAST 42nd STREET, NEW YORK, N. Y., U• .5. A.

,!lllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll==~i

Kilbourne & Clark A. F. Transformer

=

Made by a Company that guarantees every product of their Factory.
:;1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111,,,·,,,,,,111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111ri:

PACIFIC ELECTRIC CO.
(WHOLESALE ONLY)

87 CLARENCE STREET, SYDNEY.
SOLE AUSTRALIAN

DISTRIBUTORS.
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WHO" (Chatswood). Q.: What is
cause of difficulty in receiving 2BL, although 2FC and ship stations are pickec,
up quite easily (diagram of receiver submitted)? A.: The coils you are using are
too large, and, furthermore, you have your
aerial condenser in parallel, which should
be placed directly in the aerial circuit in
conjunction with a series-parallel switch.
L. T. W . (Parramatta). Q. : What size
honeycomb coils should be used for 2FC
and 2BL, using crystal-valve circuit No.
2 published in Radio, No. 39? A.: 150 and
50 respectively. · Q.: Will aerial of two
wires, 60 feet long, 30 feet high, at one
end and 28 feet at the other, with 7/20
lead-in b e O.K.? A. : Yes, but you would
get better results if height were increased.
J . 0. (Paddington) Q.: Would any of the
crystal-valve receivers published in Radio,
No. 39, give as good results as a straightout three-valve regenerative set? A. : No.
Q.: How would the former compare in
price with the latter? A.: The cost of t he
crystal-valve outfit would be considerably
less.

J. G. S. (Epping). Q .: Can you recomm end a simple t h ree-valve circuit? A.: We
suggest you use the Pl with two stages
of audio frequency amplification published
in Radio, No. 40. Q. : Would it be possible to use both loop and outside aerial?
A.: You will only be able to receive the
local station s satisfactory on a loop. Q. :
Can you recommend a circuit for tuning
out Pennant Hills? A.: By using a coupled
aeria l circuit and fine tuning you should
be able to cut down interference from this
station to a minimum.

(Ilfracombe) . Q.: What is the
best wire with which to wire up a twovalve set? A.: The wire generally used
for this purpose is No. 16 copper . Q. :
What are the wave-length limits of a
Navy loose coupler? A.: The "Randwick"
type has a tuning range from 300 to 2,500
metres.
N. B.

"Ray Dia" (Liverpool). Q. : Does Mr. Maclurcan, of Strathfield, broadcast, and, if so,
what is his wave-length? A.: Mr. Maclurcan
has no regular times of transmission. His
wave-length is 132 metres.
Q.: What
stations could I pick up w ith a loose coupler set? A.: See article on "How to Make
a Loose Coupler," published in Radio, No.
37. This will tune between 200 a nd 2,000
metres, and will pick up most of the local
amateurs, commercial stations and Farmiir'l;; Q. : My aer ial i13 90 feet. lonB' ii.nd

ahout 50 feet high, If I added a nother 10
feet would I get better results ? A .: Adding a nother 10 feet to the length a nd height
of your aerial will give you better results
for crystal reception.
L. R. J. (West Devonport). Q. : What is
the natural wave-length of an aerial of the
following dimensions:-Three-wire Ufo. 16
copper) "T" type, length 60 feet, height
60 feet, lead-in 60 feet, ground lead six
feet? A.: About 120 metres. Q. : Is reception of 2FC on a crystal set practically
every night good work? A.: Yes. Excel lent, considering y our distance from Syd-

READERS, PLEASE NOTE !
QUERY letters which are accompanied by our coupon and comply
with the following directions will
receive first preference.

MAKE your letter as brief as possible and write your questions
one underneath the o.t her. All letters must be signed in full , together
with the address of the sender. For
publication, the w riter's initials w ill
be used or a nom-de-plume, if desired, but on no account will any
considerat ion be given to anonymous communications.

JF

requested, answers w ill be forwarded by post, providing the letter of enquiry contains a stamped,
addressed envelope and the coupon
to be found elsewhere in this issue.

JT SHOULD BE NOTED THAT

IT
IS IMPOSSIBLE FOR US TO
ANSWER QUESTIONS REGARDING THE APPROXIMATE RANGE
OF EXPERIMENTERS' SETS.

ney. Q.: What a re the distances of t h e
following stations:-VIP, VIO, VII, VIT,
VIE, VLA, VLW a nd VPD? A . : VIP,
1,800; VIO, 2,000; VII, 2.,300 ; VIT, 1,600 ;
VIE, 1,100; VLA, 1,500; VLW, 1,400; and
VPD, 2,500. Q.: What time do the f ollowing stations send weath er reports : -VIO,
VII, VIT, VPD, VID and CGI? A.: T hese
stations have no regular times for transmitting weather reports, but are sent out
at intervals. Q .: Would an aerial 20 feet
above an iron roof 40 feet above the
ground be satisfactory? A.: Yes. The
roof would act as a counterpoise and reduce 11,erial Jp:;;ses, Your previous letter
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evidently went astray. We wlll be pleased
to receive a description of your set. Thanlrn
for complimentary r emarks re Radio.
W. J . (Croydon Park). Q.: What is the
inductance value ' of .basket coils? A.:
Basket
coils
are
generally
used
for
short
wave-lengths.
Q.:
Can
they be used instead of honeycombs
in the valve-crystal sets described in Radio,
No. 39, and the Pl receiver described in
issue No. 36? A,: Yes. Q.: On what wavelength does 2BF transmit? A. : 350 metres.
H . W . (Balmain) . Q.: Can you give me
data for winding coils for use with the Pl
received published in Radio, No. 36? A.:
It would take too much space to g ive you
this information in these columns. Q.:
What make and voltage would you recommend for the A a nd B battery? A.: This.
depends upon t he particular valve you use.
Dry cell valves such as the WD12 require
1.5 volts for the filament and 20 to 100
volts for the B battery.
K. E. (Haberfield) . Q. : What a r e the
r elative merits of a variometer, variocoupler and Honeycomb type of coils? A.:
A variometer is used to var y inductance.
A variocoupler to vary coupling a nd a
honeycomb coil is used as fixed inductance.
Q.: Can you give me a four-valve r egenerative circuit with one stage radio, detector and two stages of audio frequency a m - plification? A.: Circuit posted.

A . W. S. (Townsv llle) . Q. : Which would
be the best aerial for receiving 2FC a n d
2BL (particulars submitted) ? A . : Either
the inverted L or T type would be most
suitable. Q.: What is the best w ire for
rheostats and how much would be required
for one of 30 ohms? A.: Use 7 to 8 feet
No. 30 S.W.G. Nichrome.

W . T . 0. (Stanthor p e). Q. : How can
howling be overcome? A.: Probably the
res.i stance of your grid leak is too high, or
you are using too large a coll for reaction.
Q.: Why it is 2FC cannot b e tuned in with
the series-parallel switch in parallel? A.:
You are evidently using too large a coil
in the primary circuit. Check up the con nections of your switch as shown in diag r a m published in Radio, No. 38.
M . H. (Rockdale).· Q.: Are there a n y
valves available which can be used from
240 volt A .C. current, if so, will it be n ecessary to b r eak down t h e current by a transformer ? A.: Yes. The A.P. double filament valve can be used fpr reciiiving using
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WIRELESS ... OPE-RA TORS
In the near future Wireless Operators will be
required for ships trading to all parts of the
world.
There is only one school in Australia where
a Student . can receive sound instruction in
Wireless Telegraphy t and for the benefit of our
readers a few of the advantages offered by this
School are detailed.
1. The Instructors are all highly.-qualified ment

combining twenty years' practical experience on
sea and land.
·
2.

The Schoolt s equipment is of the very latestt

and includes complete ·commercial installations.

3. Priority of appointment to the Students of
the School is given in all vacancies occurring on
board ships of the Australasian Mercantile
Marine.
The time for enrolling is strictly limitedt there.£ore write without delay to the
MARCONI SCHOOL OF WIRELESS
99 CLARENCE STREET
SYDNEY

44 MARKET STREET
MELBOURNE

Mention "Radio" when communicating with Adnrtisere.
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the A.C. lighting current in conjunction
with a "'Bell" transformer stepping down
to 6 volts .25 amps.
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Jars were given in the "Queries Answered"
columns Radio, No. 40. Q.: Will this circuit
be efficient for receiving local broadcasting
stations? A. : The circuit you refer to will
work efficiently on all wave-lengths providing you use the correct coils.

c. lV. (Woollahra). Q.: Wha t a re t he
approximate distances between centres of
honeycomb coils, using circuit s hown in
L. a. D. (Cremorne). Q.: Would it be
Fig. 1, "Crystal-valve Receivers," publishan advantage if I used a variable condened in Radio, No. 39? A.: These can b e
ser in conjunction with loose-coupler crysused in the standard three-coil mounting.
tal set (particu lars submitted)? A ..: Yes,
Q. : Which circuit would give the best 'eplacing a varia ble in the aerial circuit will
sults? A.: For selectivity, use circuit as
improve your t uning in conjunction wit h a
per Fig. 4. Q.: Would a receiver comprising one radio, crystal and one audio fre- , series-parallel sw itch. A condenser across
the seconda ry coil will also give you finer
quency amplification giv e better · r esults?
tuning and cut down interference to a
A.: Yes. Why not use the three-valve remm1mum. Q. : What capacity and make
ceiver employing the Pl cricuit as detector
would you recommend? A.: .001 mf. Any
with two stages of audio frequency amplistandard make will be suitable.
fication published in Radio, No. 40? Q.:
Would you advise the use of American,
English, or Dutch v alves? A.: You will
S. G. (Sydney) . Q. : What circuit would
experience no trouble with any of t he
you recommend for receiving in Moss Vale,
English or American standard type of
with due regard t o expense together with
valve.
a list of parts r equired, etc.? A. : We sugg<'lst the three-v alve receiv er described in ·
W . H . S. (Waverley). Q. : Using the
Radio, No. 40. Q.: Can you give me a oneone-valve amplifier in conjunction with a
valve circuit which would be satisfactory?
Y!triometer crystal set would signals be
A.: The P l, particulars of which appeared
decently audible in a room, say, 14ft. x
in Radio, No. 38, should give you satis16ft.? A. : We do not think you will be
factory results.
Q.: Can low filament
able to obtain results in a room of the
valves be used? A.: Yes, valves w h ich can
dimensions you state. · Q.: Would this b e
be worked from dry cells will giv e equally
possible by placing the 'phones a t the n a ras good result s as those requiring a ccumurow end of a gramophone ho.en ? A. : Yes,
lators. Q.: Would a erial 100 feet long, 30
providing the signals in the 'phones a re
feet high, inverted L, be O.K.? A.: Your
strong, but it would not give you t he
aerial will need to be higher than 30 feet
same result as a small loud-speaker.
to give good results. Q.: Is there a good
Q.: Where should present 'phone terminals
publication dealing with the different cirbe connected using the one-valve amplifier,
cuits and giving the individual points in
and where would the earth wire be confavour? A .: There are a number of books
nected? A. : Connect the 'phone terminals
on this subject, such as The A.m.a teur's
to the primary of t he audio freq u en cy
Book of Wirel ess Circuits by Haynes.
transformer, the earth lead should rema in
in its present position. Q. : What are the
R. J . G. (Forbes). Q.: Can you advise
voltages of the A and B batteries? A. :
a good t hree-valve receiv er, giving parThis depends upon the par ticular v alv e
ticulars for constructing, etc.? A.: We
you use. Particulars giving filament and
suggest you construct the three-valve replate voltages for the vari,;ms types . of
ceiver published in Radio, No. 40, full parvalves have been published in previous isticulars as to wiring, etc., are given and
sues of Ra<Uo.
can be easily followed.
H. C. T . (Abbotsford).
Q.: Wha t is
cause of trouble in receiving using t h e P l
circuit published in Radio, No. 38, althoug h
previously good r esults w ere obta ined ? A .:
From the particulars you have given it
appears your valve is at fault. Replace
this with another. Probably the resistance
of your grid leak is too high.

H. T . (Temora) . Q. : Can you tell m e
why I am only a ble t o get weak sig na ls on
a four-valve r eceiver using UV199 valves ?
A . : If you will forwa rd us full pa rticulars,
together with diagram of your receiver we
will endeavour to ascertain the cause of
your trouble.

H . C. P. (Bondi). Q. : Using the circuit
shown in Fig 3, Radi o, No. 39, in what
position on the p a n el should be coils be
placed? A. : The two coils should be placed
a s close toget her as possible, or p r efera bly,
in a t wo-coil m ounting-, one coil being
v a ria ble. Q.: Wha l · number of turn coils
will be required to r eceive a m a t eur a n d
broadcasting stations ? A.: These particu -

L. A . W . (Sydney). Q. : What is ca use
of poor results using circuit as per Fig.
2, Radio, No. 39 (pa rticula rs of apparatus
submitted) ? A. : The ratio of your transformer ls too high. This should be three
or four to one. Suggest you carefully check
up all conn ections, and, furthermore, see
you hav e a good point on your crystal. .
You will find a n a eria l tuning condenser a
great improvem en t.
S. D . (Waver ley) . Q.: U sing a variocoupler and .001 condenser, what is cause
of difficulty in p icking up 2FC, although
2BL and amat~u rs a r e received quite well 9
A. : You will find it difficult to get a v arlocoupler to cover a wave range from 300
to 1,100 metre:; ff you only have a small
a erial.
Following are particula rs for a
va riocoupler w hich will tune b etween ap prox imat ely 800 a nd 1,500 m etr es, us in g
varia ble conden sers of .001 mf. capacity in
both primary a nd secondary circuits:stator 100 turns N o. 20 d.s.c. and r otor 120
turns No. 30 d .s.c.
,., • rr :.-, , ,; •

T . J?. (Warracknabeal). Q.: Would hard
vulcanised fibre do for a panel? A.: Yes,
but you will find this much m ore expensive.
than bakelite. Q.: Would a four-valve receiver bring in 2FC on a loud-speaker? A. :
If you are able to get this station fairly
strongly with head phones and three
valves, you should be a ble to get satisfactory loud-speaker results on four v alves.
Q. : · Are Farmer's transmit t in g on 5,000
watts? A.: Yes, and have been for some
time. Q.: What times and when does 2BL
transmit? A. : See our " Broadcasting and
Listening-in" page.
Q.: What time and
wave-length does Westralian Farmers
tra nsmit? A . : See a nswer to above.
Can atmospherics be eliminated to a c ertain extent without decreasing t he signal
strength? A.: We do not know of any
method which eliminates static without
effecting the signal strength.

O. O. R. (Innisfail) . Q.: Ca n you supply
me with the names of the following stations :-JRW, JRZ, JRH, JRV and JRS ?
A.: We hav e no record of any of these
stations. Q. : Can interference from these
stations when receiving 2FC b e ov ercome ?
A.: Providing that they are not working
on the same wave-length a s 2FC, using
coupled aerial circuit with con densers in
both primary and seconda r y circuits should
enable you to cut down interfer en ce to a
minimum.

A. B. (Dorrigo). Q.: Wher•.J can I obt a ini
a dealer's license and at w hat price.?
A. : Apply to your local post mas t er. The
annual fee is £5. Q.: Can you su pply m e
with a copy of the regulations? What is
cost of a listening-in, license? A. : A draft
of the r egulations . was published in Radi o,
No. 35, The fee for broa dcast listeners'
license is 35/ - per annum.

J . ·B . (Annandale).
Q. : Wou ld two
honeycomb coils instead of one a s shown
in article on '"Crystal-v alve R eceivers,"
Radio, No. 39, with an additiona l condenser
give finer tuning ( circuit submitted) ? A,. :
Yes. Q.: What size coils should be used
for 2BL and 2FC? A. : See a nswers in
previous issues of Radi o.

D. X . (Brisbane) . Q. : In con structing a
two-valve s et (1 h.f. and 1 d<=t. ) would
coupling r eactance coil t o s econdary b e
better for obtaining r ea ctance t han coupling reactance coil to t uned a node coil of
H.F. v alve? A.: For p referen ce, couple to
the tuned anode coil, this will m ake y our
receiver easier to tune, and less liable t o
radiate energy. Q.: Could rea cta n ce b e ohtained by coupling anode coil to secondary
coil using one stage H .1<'. ~n rl cry~ta l de tector? A.: Yes.

W . L . (Rozelle). Q.: What gauge, quantity of wire, etc., wou ld be required to
build an a udio frequen cy tran sform er ? A. :
This information was sup plied in a rtic_le
on " A Two-valve Broadcast R eceiveft
published in Radio, No. 38.
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"The Wireless Age"
contains the very la.test Broadcastinc and experimental views and
Ideas from America.
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PER COPY,
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OCTOBER.
Mr. L. J. Coley r elieved Mr. S. J .
-veigh on s.s. Mallina a t Sydney, 9th.
Mr. S. J . McVeigh relie\'ed Mr. N. M .
Leeder on s .s. Nlatan,m at Sydney, 9th.
Messrs. J. H. Hugman, F . Mars den and
R B. Lowry s igned on s.s. Changsha as
senior, 2nd and 3rd operators respectively,
at Sydney, 9th.
Mr. J. W. Fairley signed off s .s. Ellaroo
at Melbourne, 7th, and terminated his services.
Mr. G. Vincent s igned on s.s. Ellciroo at
Melbourne, 7th.
Mr. P. C. Gillon signed on s.s. Suva at
Sydney, 13th.
Mr. N. M. Leeder r elie ,·ed Mr. E. S.
Bailes on s.s. Loongana at M elbourne, 10th.
Mr. Bailes terminated service.
Mr. G. H. Hugman signed off s .s. Suva
at Sydney, 4th.
Mr. A. J. Costa signed off s.s. Century
at Sydney, 7th.
Mr. A. B. Monks signed off s.s. Katoa
at Wellington, 6th.
Mr. D . S. Bell signed on s .s. Katoa at
Wellington, 6th.
Mr. F . N. Davidson sig n ed on s.s. Karori
at Auckland, 9th.
Messrs. A. J. Costa a nd D. Lynch sig ned
off s.s. }iJsperance Bay as 2nd and 3rd
opnators respectively at Sydney, 21st.
Messrs. W. P. D'Arcy and B. I. Rose
signed on s.s. Esperance Bay a s 2nd and
3rd operators respectiYely at Sydney, 21st.
Mr. H. J. Crocker relieved Mr. W. P.
D 'Arcy as 3rd operator on s.s. Niagara at
Sydney, 21st.
Messrs. A. Vil. Stewart, B. I. Rose and
H . J . Crocker signed off s.s. Biilla as senior
a nd 3rd operators respectively at Sydn ey, 21st.
Mr. H. A. Greer s ig ned off s.s. Aramac
at Sydney, 21st.
Mr. N. M . Leeder signed off s.s. Loongana a t M elbourne, 10th, and signed on
s.s. Nairana at Melbourn e, same elate.
Mr. D. L y n ch r elieved Mr. E. H. Pollard
on s.s. Nlonaro at Sydney, 22n d.
Mr. E. H. Pollard relieved Mr. B . Jones
on s.s. _,illara at Sydney, 24th.
Mr. H. A. Greer relieved Mr. C. H . Kidman on s.s. TVyreemCL at Sydney, 24th . Mr.
K idman t erminated service.
Mr. H. J. Byrne signed on s .s. UriUa at
Sydney, 24th.
Mr. T. Ch a lmers r elieved Mr. F. L. Dawe,
as senior operator, on s.s. ArafnrCL at Sydney, 27th.
Mr. H . F. Tye r elieved Mr. V. J. Foreman on .s.s. Wear at Sydney, 27th.

Sole Australasian A.gents :

THE WIRELESS PRESS,

FOR SALE

SYDNEY,

b"OH :S.A..LJ~. n.: <u ' S t ation, Bauk~tu,vu; tl ..:oomed CO'.FI·AGE}·. with modern _.Aer ial a nd
t hr ee-valve W i r eiei;s Set. Ca•h £200, l:w.lance
as rent.
Address M. RANDALL, Marlon
Street, Ban1rntown.

Me ibo;.;rne and Wellington .

Our civil Sui ts are perfection in STYLE
FIT,
DURABILITY
and
PRICE,
TAILOR-KADE on t:he promises under
our own supenision.
OUR NAVAL UNIFORMS and GOLD
LACE work speak for themselves.
OAPS, LACE, BADGES, UNIFOltlll
BUTTONS &!ways in stock.
ONE Quality only - THE •EST.

70-72 Erskine Street, SYDNEY
'PRONB: City T7,

~eplt.ne: UN 01t,.

FOR SERVICE

GREEN & NORTON•·>
(Formerly tho JLapl• FNiclt.t Doa,at.l

CUSTOMS, SHIPPING &
FORWARDING AGENTS,

Broughton House,
49A King St., SYDNEY.·
EDWARD WATERS & SONS
(lalltabllohed 18H.)

PATENT and TRADE MARK ATTORN.YI,

CATHCART HOUSE,
11-13 Castlereagh St., SVDNl!Y.
Tel. : B 5987.

(And at Kolbourae).

FOR SALE.
SECOND-HAND

WIRELESS APPARATUS,

Variable Condensers, Table
type, .001 or .0005
17/ 6
T eleph one Transfo rmers, 150,
15/ 1000, 3000
Valve Holders for either V24
or QX types
6/ R eceiver Cabinets, Polished
Maple
11 / 6
Filament Rheostats, 6 ohms..
5/ 6
Polished
Bakelite
Panels,
drilled 12 x 8 inches
3/ 6
R a dio Frequency T ransformer,
1100 mete rs
5/ 6
Vario Coupler w ith ]mob & d ial 15/ Audfo Frequ ency Tra nsformer,
open core type. Ratio 3 to l
10/ Fixed Condenser, .001 or .00015
1/ ·
Honeycomb Coils, 75 a nd 115
turns, ¼ inch, w idth ¼ inch
1/ Also quantity of oth-=r Wireless
Apparatus.
Open for Inspect ion at 218 K ent St. at 4 p.m,
week days ; Saturday mornings, 9 till noon,
A.diif'l: ~d !I.tl 1;umm1rn i,·at·ll>flii f,.

{J 1·JJa1·/ u1nil

u s / -' 218 Ke·n t Str ed ,

Amalgamated Wirelesi (Aust,)
Ltd., Sydney.
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a. E . W . (Sydney) . Q.: Is it possible
to build a three-valve receiver simple to
operate and tune in Australian stations
but not employing honeycomb coils or
other coils that have to be changed to
get the different stations? A.: We suggest you construct the ''Two-valve Broa1cast Receiver" described in Ra4io, No. 38,
and add a stage of audio as described in
Radio, No. 37.
(Ryde). Q.: Referring to
article on "Crystal-valve Receivers," published in RcuUo, No. 39, can a .001 variable
condenser be used in the aerial circuit?
A.: Yes. W e would suggest you also use
a Series- parallel Switch, described in
Radio, No. 38. Q.: Would.a carborundum
crystal be satisfactory? A.: Yes, in conjunction with a small battery and potentiom~ter. Q. : Would it effect reception if my
neighbour ran his aerial off the same pole?
A.: No, providing the two wires are not
less than three feet apart at the a pex
and well insulated.
A.

G.

"RADIO"

.QUER\ES
Answered
(Continued from page 494.)

C.

K . B. C. (Stanmore). Q. : Have been
unable to get satisfactory results with my
valve receiver; can you suggest a suitable
circuit using present apparatus (particulars submitted)? A.: We would suggest
the Pl circuit. See Radio, No. 38. Q. : Can
you supply data for constructing a R adio
frequency transformer? A.: Pressure on
sp a ce prevents us.
C. E. T. (Eastwood). Q. : Can you give
me number of turn coils for 2FC and 2BL
using circuit as per figure 4, Radio, No.
39? A.: With your aerial use for 2FC
primary, 150; secondary, 200, and reaction'
Primary 150, Secondary 200 and Reactio~
100. For 2BL, 50, 75 and 50 respectively.
Q. : Would the above circuit prevent Pennant Hills from " drowning '' broadcasting?
A. : With careful a djustment of coils and
condensers y ou should not experience any
interference.

W. G. I. (Sydney). Q.: Would a WD12
valve work satisfactorily in the one valve
set described in Ra4io, No. 36, and what
should be the value of the A and B batteries? A. : Yes. For this valve the . filament voltage should be 1.5 (one dry cell)
and the plate voltage 40 to 50. Q.: What
should be the value of the grid condenser
and leak? A.: .0003 m.f. and two megohms
respectively.

L. B. (Darling Point). Q.: Having ob tained satisfactory results with the Pl
circuit, can you su pply me with circuit
using additional apparatus (particular s
submitted)? A .: Your apparatus w ill be
most suitable for making up the three~
valve .receiver described in Radi o, No. 40.
You will get greater selectivity using the
honey comb coils instead of your variocoupler.

Q.: Can you supply m e
with circuit for two V alve R eflex? A.:
Se_e "Reflex Receivers," Radio, No. 22.
J . R . (Sydney).

P.A. H . (Sydney) . Q.: Can you give me
a "Low Loss" receiving circuit -employin g
1 to 3 valves, either as radio or audio
amplifiers? A.: See "Low Loss Tuners,"

Radio, No. 32.

As per Fig. 8, this receiver
can be used in conjunction with any
standard radio or audio amplifying circuit.
A. R. S . (Woolla hra). Q .: Would a
UV201A . valve be better than a WD12
using the one . v alve amp]jfier described i~
Radio, No. 37? A. : Either will be satisfactory. Q.: Would better results be obtained by adding a condenser as per diagram (submitted)? A.: This will give you
more selective tuning. Q. : Are any fixed
condensers required? A.: Yes. A .0003
m .f. grid condenser a nd a .001 ' phone
condenser. Q.: Will this set work a loudspeaker? A.: Not unless you are getting
exceptionally loud signals in the 'phones.
Q.: For adding another stage of audio
frequency, should the primary of the
second transfor mers be connected t o the
present 'phone terminals as per diagram?
A.: Yes. Q. : Will the additional condenser
give inductive coupling as mentioned in
Rawio, No. 40? A .: No. You will get far
better results using honeycomb coils instead of the tapped inductance.
H. M. (Rockdale) . Regret that through
an error you were referred to Ra4i o, No.
23 for information on "How to Make a n
Electrolytic Rectifier." These articles a p p eared in issue Nos. 3 and 8.

P . W. (Port Melbourne) . Q.: Can you
supply me with wave-length and times to
listen for KGO? A.: Wave lengt h, 312
metres. The best times to listen in between 6 and 7 p.m. Sundays, Tuesdays,
Wednesday, a nd Thursdays. Q.: Is it p ossible to pick up this sta tions on one valve ?
A. : Yes. We have received m a n y reports
from experimenters who h ave h eard KGO
on a s ingle valve.
A. T. (Drummoyne). Q: : Ca n you give
me particulars for adding one and two
valves to the P l circuit? A.: Use the one
valve amplifier described in Ra4io, No. 37.
Circuit a nd full particula rs using the Pl
and 2 stages of audio. f requ ency amplification appeared in Radio, No. 40. Q . : Would
a transformer be an adva ntage using on e
valve? A. : A transformer is not necessary. Q. : Would a .0003 condenser instead
of a 23 plate be satisfactory? A. : Yes.
.A. R. (Ivanhoe). Q.: What slze coils
using circuit as per Fig. 4, Ra4io, No. 39:
would be required for wave-lengths b etween 150 and 2,000 m etres? A. : Obtain a
number of -coils _from 25 to 300 t urns and
select suitable coils for th e wave-len gth
you .desire to receive. Q.: What should
be the value of the aerial tuning condenser? A.: .001 m.f., variable.
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T . W . (Lindfield). Q. : What should be
the size of coils of Ll, L 2 a n d L3 (circuit
submitted)? A. : These can be h oneycomb
coils in a three-coil mounting, Select suitable coils for the station you desire to receive. Sizes of coils for the various
stations have b een given in previous issu es.
Q.: Is a .0005 m.f. condenser too small for
aerial tun ing condenser? A. : No, but you
will probably have to use larger coils in
the primary circuit.
Q.: Is condenser
marked .0005 in the diagr am of the correct value? A .: A .0005 condenser across
coil L2 will be O.K.
J . P . (South Grafton). Q. : Using a crystal set with two plug-in coils, what s izes
will be required for 2FC and 2BL ? A.:
Primary, 150; secondary, 200; for 2FC and
for 2BL, 50 and 75, respectively. Q.: What
height and length should my aerial be?
A.: As h igh and as long as possible. A
single wire will be satisfactory. Q.: Would
a single "Frost " 'phone be suitable for
receivin g Sydney broadcasting stations?
A.: Yes, but two ear pieces would be bett er. Q. : Would it be possible to tune in
2BL without a v ariable condenser? A.:
Yes, but using one will make your receiver more selective. Q.: What are the
largest coils that can be used with t his
set and what would be the wave-length?
A. : You could go up to 2,000 metres a nd
over, but the majority of station s transmitting above this wave-length do so on
C.W. Q.: Which would be the best 'phones
for a crystal set, 2000, 4000, 6000 or 8000
ohms ? A.: 8000 ohms. Q.: W h ich would
be the best circuit or circuits to use? A.:
A number of crystal circuits a p p eared in
Rad/4o, No. 34.

W . B. G . (Croydon). Q . : W h a t type
of loud-speaker would you recommend
using a three-valve set, at a moderat~
price? A . : "Junior" Amp lion, Sterling,
Western Electric, etc. W e r efer you to
advertisements in this paper. Q.: Would
the three-valve receiver published in
Radio, No. 40, operate a loud-speaker ? A.:
Yes, providin g you are within a reasonable
distance of the broadcasting station.
A . G. S. (Sydney). Although no plugs
and jacks are shown in the three-valve circuit published in R awio, No. 40, these can
be used a nd connected as you suggest. Any
standard type of valve would be satisfactory.
U. B. A . (Dona ld, Vic.). Q.: Using a
four valve set, would Phillips Dl and D 2
valves give as good results or better than
Radiotron 200 or 199? A.: You wiil find
very little difference, providing the corr ect voltages are used as specified by the
m aker s.

R. J . 0 . (Manilla). Q.: Can y ou state
cause of difficulty in picking up 2BL, a lthough 2FC can be received with ease ?
A . : You are evidently using the wron g size
coils. W ith a three coil circuit use primary 50, secondary 75 and reaction 50.
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SJ,ecNd
f.._res .

Radiola Crystal Receiver
This set is of the highest quality workmanship and
design, while the trade mark "A.W.A." on each
instrument is a guarantee of performance. It can be
depended upon to give good results over a distance
of about 12 miles when used with a good aerial.
The_crystal and spiral contact wire ar<;! endosed .in
a glass tube, which protects them from dust and
dampness and ensures permanent adjustment.
The use of variable inductiye cpupling ensures selectivity
and freedom from atmospheric disturbances.
The t~ning coils are interchangeable, so that by using coils
of suitable values, any required wave-length may be obtained.
The cabinet is of handsome appearance, while the instruments are mounted on best quality bakelite, thereby ensuring
high insulation.
The set is self contained and only needs connection to an
aerial and earth system, and the attachment of a pair of telephones to be ready for immediate m1e,

Procurable from

Clarence Street,
Sydney

RADIO

DEALERS

all Radio Dealers

Collins Street,
Melbourne

KINDLY WRITE FOR TRADE

;\l!!ntlon "Radio" when communlcat!ni: wlta advertlaen.

PRICE LIST
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/he most popularEntertainerin
No entertainer ever had a bigger or more appreciative
public than the Sterling Baby Loud Speaker.
In
thousands upon thousands of homes throughout , the
world, this amazing little instrument daily renders
programmes that bring absolute delight to musicians,
perfect pleasure to dancers, endless amusement to
kiddies, and ever varieg .interest to all.

Hdght oyerall z9"; diam. of flare Io!"; diam. of base 5¼''

STERLING "AUDIVOX"
Loud Speaker
The Baby's Big Brother!

D

0

E L I V E.R Y

F R OM

AU STR ALI AN

S T O C K S,

Distributors for Australasia:

Clear, melodious and perfect in tone
-ample in volume without any sign of ;
distortion. It is an all-purpose loud !
speaker-indoor~ or outdoors 'Audivox' !
•••..•••. results arc perfed results . ..••• ·•••

The Sterling Baby Loud Speaker is flawless in reproduction, natural in tone, distortionless, and wonderfully loud for its size. It is supplied in two resistances:
120 or 2,000 ohms and in the following finishesBlack Enamel, Brown Floral Design, Black and Gold
Floral Design and Black Matt decorated Oriental style.
Ask your dealer to demonstrate the

J

N.$,W, and Queensland: LAWRENCE & HANSON, ELECTRICAL
' '- co'.. , . LTD., 33 York Street, :Sydney.
Victoria: WARBURTON, FRANKI & CO, , LTD,, and LAWRENCE
'
& HANSON, ELEC'l'RICAL CO., LTD . , 398 Post Office Place,
Melbourne.

South Australia: NEWTON, MACLARAN & CO., LTD., Adelaide.
Western Australia : CHAS. ATKINS & CO,, LTD., Perth ,
New ZeaLand: TURNBULL, JONES & CO., L'rD., Auckland, WelJington, ChrJstchurch nnd Dunedin.

[ STERLING LIGHTWEIGHT.

l

Radio Headphones.

l

~ give consistently -perfect results and are ~

: supreme in tone, volume and quality. AJJ !
as good headphones can be and as :

! light

l.comfortable as good headphonesshould be.• ;

·-

THE STER,LING TELEPHONE & ELECTRIC CO., LTD., Manufacturers of Telephones and Radio Apparatus, etc.
210-212,

TOTTENHAM COURT ROAD, LONDON, W .r, ENGLAND

Works: DAGENHAM, ESSEX.
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